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This thesis examines the recurrent symbol of the empty house in Frederick Philip Grove's

cluster of prairie realist novels, Settlers of the Marsh (1925), Or.r Daily Bread (1928), and Fruíts

of the Earth (1933). The emptyhouse is a central motif in Grove's work and functions as the

unmistakable symbol of the pioneering patriarch's hard-eamed success. The patriarch longs to

build a large prairie mansion that will represent the breadth of his accomplishments and advertise

his wealth to the district. Once it has finally been built, the house is a painful reminder of all that

the patriarch has been forced to sacrifice in order to establish a long-lasting family legacy on the

prairie. This thesis presents the empty house as a central image that speaks to Grove's thematic

concerns, his treatment of patriarchal control, and the underlying modernity of his realism.

ABSTRACT



Introduction

The patriarchs of Frederick Philip Grove's prairie realist novels Settlers of the

Marsh (1925), Our Daily Bread (1928) and Fruits of the Earth (1933), are preoccupied

with houses. Houses are central to the male pioneer's primary goal: to secure stability and

material comfort for his family and turn acres of uninhabited land into a permanent and

functioning community. This thesis will examine the settler's paradox in the context of

the empty house, that unmistakeable symbol of the patriarch's hard-earned success.

Grove's protagonists constantly grapple with sexuality, technology, decay, generational

change and temporality because they are seen to interfere with their pioneering ambitions.

Modemity's comrpting and catalysing influences threaten to weaken the patriarch's

control over the land, family and community. My thesis also suggests that if Grove

critiques his male characters, it is only in order to reinforce their dominance. Grove seeks

to correct and improve patriarchy because he sincerely believes that it is the best (and

only) way to civilise the Canadian prairie. In this context, the house captures all that the

patriarch has been forced to sacrifice in order to maintain his control and achieve his goals

of settlement and prosperity. My objective is to present the empty house as a central

image that speaks to Grove's thematic concerns, his treatment of patriarchy, and the

underlying modemity of his realism.

The past decade has seen a renewed interest in the work of Frederick Philip Grove,

as evidenced by the recent publication of essays about his life and work as well as critical

editions of his novels.i Those critics who have cast a fresh glance on Grove's texts have

done so in an attempt to reread the prairie realist genre as a whole, which has so often been
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presented as important to the study of Canadian literature but dismissed as regionalist and

out-dated nonetheless. As Christian Riegel and Herb Wyile note in the introduction to I

Sense of Place: Re-Evaluatíng Regionalism in Canadian and American Wríting (1998),

regionalism has been regarded as "second-rate," provincial, and rural (xi). This is

especially the case with prairie realism, a genre that thrived in Western Canada in the first

half of the twentieth century. Essay collections like Sue Sorensen's West of Eden (2008)

show that further work on the rural existence is needed even as, Sorensen writes, "the

majority of prairie people are now urban" (15). She calls for "readers and critics to take

seriously again the precise location where prairie literature is situated" (Sorensen 21). It is

irnperative that we continue to interpret the significance of space and place in Canadian

prairie realism in order to move beyond the usual emphasis on the genre's limitations.

Prairie realism is indeed tied to its geographical location, but there is much more to it than

that. The prairies were not isolated from the social, cultural, and political changes that

took place in Canada in the first half of the twentieth century. Indeed, the realist genre

allowed authors like Grove, Martha Ostenso, Sinclair Ross, and Robert Stead to explore

the effects of modernity on rural Canadian communities. The prairie patriarch's attempt to

maintain his control in the face of overwhelming change can be understood as a

microcosm of Canadian society's own adjustment to and negotiation with modernity.

In his essay "'Regionalist' Fiction and the Problem of Cultural Knowledge" (1998),

David Martin redefines regionalist literature altogether. He emphasises what regionalist

fiction does rather than what it fails to do. More than just "the expression of local

influences or local affiliations," regionalist literature "speaks to pressing issues of cultural

identity, difference, and heterogeneity" (Martin 35). Thankfully, the majority of critics of
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prairie fiction today call for a re-examination of the genre and argue that there is much to

be said about its themes, techniques, and overall relevance to the rest of Canadian

literature. Alison Calder (1998) has questioned the pedagogical reasons behind the

persistent definition of prairie realism as overwhelmingly and exclusively "realistic and

referential" ("Reassessing Prairie Realism" 51). Like Riegel and Martin, Calder wants to

move beyond a celebration of the clichés of prairie realism (gophers, grain elevators,

empty houses). She calls for an examination of the significance of these images,

reminding us that critical articles written about most works of prairie realism "fail to

recognise both that these writings present fictionalized, not photographic, landscapes, and

that the empirical conditions of life represented in those fictions no longer necessarily

exist" (55). Letting these assumptions go unchallenged means perpetuating the notion that

the archaic past is our present. It also minimises the complexity of works that, instead of

merely replicating an existing aesthetic, contributed to the development of an entirely new

genre, the modern-realist hybrid.

Colin Hill's comprehensive doctoral dissertation, "The Modern-Realist Movement in

English-Canadian Fiction, 1919-1950" (2003), adds to the critical discussion by arguing

for the modemity of the prairie realist geme. Hill's close study of Grove, among many

others, shows that prairie realism cannot be reductively defined as regionalist fiction that is

limited in scope. His re-evaluation of prairie realism in the context of the modern-realist

movement defies its "persistent charactefrzation as conservative, monolithic, derivative,

and isolated from larger movements and trends in early twentieth-century Canadian

culture" (Hill 113). His work marks an important step forward in the re-examination of

prairie realism because it shows that the genre was extremely forward-looking and not at
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all unimaginative. The prairie realists did want to represent the lives of pioneers, but they

refused to do it using a merely "suitable style: they developed an innovative, experimental,

complex, workable, and enduring aesthetic" (Hill 364) to explore ideas and issues that

affected the country as a whole but in different \¡/ays.

Hill devotes a substantial part of his study to Grove, whose body of work he

affectionately describes as a "troublesome mixture of some of the most ambitious

experiments and spectacular failures in all of Canadian literature" (189). Other critics

have been less kind to Grove, perhaps deservedly so. In his survey of the critical reception

of Settlers of the Marsh, Grove's first prairie novel, Hallvard Dahlie (1993) notes that

Grove's reviewers seemed to share a sense of disappointment with his work, but argues

that "he is a necessary labour for those who would understand the development of

Canadian fiction" in the twentieth century (22). Like his fellow prairie realists, who are

repeatedly praised mainly for their regional scope, Grove is often credited with accurately

representing the lives of pioneering women and men. Desmond Pacey appreciates Grove's

novels for their documentary value, praising them because they "recorded faithfully and

accurately the processes by which the farm settlements of Westem Canada were built up"

(Frederick Philip Grove 16). Grove's occasional awkwardness is more than mitigated, in

Pacey's eyes, by the fact that "students of the future will go back to these novels for

knowledge of the pioneer era; they are invaluable documents in our social history"

(Frederick Philip Grove 17). Critics like Desmond Pacey fail to notice the extent of

Grove's literary experimentation and his original treatment of recurring themes. There is

indeed a documentary approach to Grove's work and that of his colleagues, but that is far

from the only reason why their texts are important. The celebration of a single aspect of
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Grove's work, however well-intentioned, ultimately damages an entire geffe and

diminishes its contribution to the development of modern Canadian fiction as a whole.

In spite of the critical appreciation of his documentary representation of settler life,

Grove has often been criticised for his uneven blending of different gemes. As Hill writes,

Grove "derived his writerly principles from an idiosymcratic melange of half-understood

and partially assimilated aesthetics, including nineteenth-century realism, Anglo-American

modemism, naturalism, romanticism, classical drama," and prairie, social, and urban

realisms (189). Settlers of the Marsh, which introduces gothic elements and conventions

of the sentimental romance to the typical realist genre, is a good example of Grove's

"eclectic realism" (Hill 19i). In Creative Writing in Canada, Pacey notes that Settlers

borders on melodrama (208), while Dahlie admits that Grove's realist novel is not "free of

the conventions of romance" (13). Rather than credit Grove with an intentional and

mostly successful blending of genres, Eric Thompson identifies it as a central weakness.

Wifh Settlers, he argues, Grove "comes very close to sheer melodrama, both in plotting

and characteization" (Thompson 26).

What redeems Settlers as a realist novel in the eyes of these critics is the

"seriousness" it conveys about the "grinding despair life deals out for some men and

\ryomen in a rugged country" (Thompson 26). Thompson joins the plethora of critics

(Bader 1985; Dooley 1979; Keith i985; McCourt 1970; McMullin 1975) who equate

"good" prairie realist fiction with a mimetic and geographically determined representation

of the pioneer's epic struggle against a cold and indifferent wilderness. In Vertical

Man/Horizontal lI/orld (1913), Laurence Ricou writes that the realist and naturalist genres

are most suited to Grove's "artistic aims" (148). Dick Harrison (1977) supports this view
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when he writes that prairie realism "quite predictably" favoured "a darker view of the

prairie experience" than the sentimental comedies that preceded it because it conveys most

perfectly "a painful sense of the human failure and waste, weakness, and suffering in

prairie life" (100). According to these critics, then, prairie realism is a documentary-like

representation of the pioneer's struggle against the hostile land and nothing else. There is

no room in their evaluation for the notion that Grove deliberately combined different

genres in order to make a central claim about patriarchy, modemity, and the settlement

project in early twentieth-century Westem Canada.

The pioneering patriarchs of Grove's prairie realist fiction have retained almost as

much critical attention as his uneven incorporation of different genres. His male

protagonist is without a doubt an archetype who pits himself against nature and society

"because he sees the challenge as a supreme test of his own personality" (Pache 189).

Grove's male heroes all possess the overwhelming desire to conquer the land, build a large

house and homestead, and enforce their patriarchal authority over the land, family, and

community. As a result, Grove's patriarchs are often frustratingly single-minded and

lacking in insight. They are, in E.D. Blodgett's words, "positions to be tested" (112). The

"positions" that Blodgett speaks of refer primarily to patriarchal control and the settler's

attempt to dominate his surroundings in the face of unavoidable social, political, and

cultural changes brought on by modernity.

In this work I propose to examine Grove's patriarchs in the context of their pursuit of

success, of which the house becomes the primary slmbol. This pursuit, which has often

been presented as "the settler's paradox,"iihas already been studied by several critics, but

never in specific relation to the house, patriarchal control, and modemity. In his essay
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"Grove and the Promised Land," Stanley McMullin captures the fate of the Western

Canadian pioneer in Grove's texts. His men, he writes, must have a goal in order to feel

that existence have meaning, but the "completion of that goal or destiny spells spiritual

death" (McMullin 34). It is the pioneer's unforlunate lot to always have to "choose a goal

that will be beyond his abilities to achieve" (McMullin 34). W.J. Keith echoes McMullin

when he writes in Canadian Literature in Englísh that "the pioneer must necessarily fail

since his very achievement in humanizing wilderness negates his raíson d'être" (61). The

patriarchs of prairie literature are too determined to succeed to fail, but have no idea what

to do with themselves once they have accomplished all of their goals. The large houses

that Grove's men erect on the prairie embody this very paradox, as my thesis will

demonstrate. Grove's restless patriarchs devote their entire lives to acquiring enough

wealth to build a house for their families and ensure their future. Once this has been done,

however, the house stands empty. Families drift apart and the patriarch understands,

always too late, that his life has passed him by.

My thesis begins with the assertion that the novels that make up Grove's cluster of

prairie realist works, Settlers of the Marsh, Our Daily Bread, and Fruits of the Earth

should be read together. They are remarkably similar in theme and perspective and are

continuous with one another. Each text picks up where the previous one left off. Niels

Lindstedt, the hero of Settlers of the Marsh, is a younger, untested version of Fruits of the

Earth's prudent middle-aged Abe Spalding. In tum, John Elliot, the old, crotchety

protagonist of Our Daily Bread, is an older, bitter version of his two younger fictional

counterparts. All three men contend with the same challenge, namely, to extend their
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patriarchal control to as many external factors and influences as possible in order to build a

lasting legacy on the prairie.

Chapter One of my thesis shows that in spite of Grove's well-documented

predilection for realism and even naturalism, romantic and gothic elements creep into the

narrative structure of Settlers of the Marsh. These generic tensions centre on the literally

and metaphorically empty house, which also functions as a slrnbol of Niels Lindstedt's

ambitions. Niels is trapped in a marriage with a virtual stranger and condemned to live in

a house built for another. The house becomes an uncanny parody of his former vision.

Dark, cold and unwelcoming, it looms on the prairie, and his lonely and vengeful wife

slowly tums into an ominous and grotesque figure reminiscent of Mrs. Rochester in Jane

Eyre. Grove indulges in gothic excess but corrects and rewards his patriarch, finally

allowing him to fill his empty house with the woman best suited to the settlement project.

This chapter presents Grove's experimentation with different literary genres, his

exploration of female gender roles, and his treatment of patriarchal control in the face of

modern change as evidence of his sophistication as a modem realist.

The second chapter focuses on Fruits of the Earth, in which Abe Spalding spends

years providing for a family whose disintegration he is too busy to notice. His dreams of

vast agricultural success centre on the imposing prairie mansion he longs to build;

ironically, he pursues this goal at the expense of family relationships. Obsessed with the

future, Abe forgets to live in the present. In the absence of his watchful patiarchal gaze,

Abe's daughters tum into füvolous women of dubious morals and his wife, neglected for

so long, grows bitter and resentful. Like the house in Settlers of the Marsh, Abe's home is

fuIl of people but remains empty. It exacerbates the family's collapse by isolating its
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members from one another, making it increasingly difficult for Abe to keep track of his

children, especially his impressionable daughters. Grove's misguided patriarch eventually

reforms: he regains his rightful place as head of the family just in time, but only after the

consequences of his pursuit of wealth, represented by the large house that begins to decay

the moment it stands complete and the rebellion of his children, literally hit home.

In Chapter Three, I tum to the decaying prairie mansion that figures so prominently

in Our Daily Bread. An aging and deeply misguided patriarch, John Elliott stands

helplessly aside as his beloved wife's death fragments the family. As the house empties

and his children scatter all over Canada, Elliott grows increasingly resentful of his

irresponsible and unsuccessful offspring. Here, too, the house functions as an uncanny

parody of the patriarch's goals: Elliott fails to understand that his children are more than

younger versions of himself. They prefer to strike out on their own and follow their

dreams, even if they must live in squalor. Grove makes it clear that the Elliott children fail

because of their father's inability to exercise his patriarchal authority. Unlike Niels, who

is rewarded with a hard-working wife and the promise of a bright future, Elliott dies in his

dilapidated house, surrounded by his children but completely alienated from them. The

house represents a perversion of his achievements and captures the futility of his dogged

efforts to leave a lasting mark on the prairie.

Examining Grove's three prairie realist works in the context of patriarchal control

and the settlement project allows for a re-evaluation of a genre that is seriously

underestimated. Grove was not the only prairie realist to concern himself with issues of

patriarchy, modemity, and settlement. Martha Ostenso's Wild Geese (1925) and Robert

Stead's Dry Water (c. 1938-1945) also focus on patriarchs who seek to maintain control
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over their immediate environment. The Canadian prairie realists did not explore these

ideas in isolation. Their work represents an important part of the modern-realist

movement that was developing across Canada at the time. Grove may have addressed

similar themes in his works, but he did so in a modern and quite sophisticated way. It is

important that we turn to Grove's novels, beginning with Settlers of the Marsh and its

experimentation with literary genres, to understand not only the extent of an individual

author's interest in modern themes, but the complexity, originality, and sophistication of

the prairie realist genre. Grove's texts defy restrictive readings of prairie realism and

confirm the need for continued re-evaluation of an underrated genre.
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Chapter I: Settlers of the Marsh

In Settlers of the Marsh (1925), Our Daily Bread (1925) and Fruits of the Earth

(1933), Frederick Philip Grove uses the motif of the empty house to represent his male

pioneers' ambitions, their obsession with financial success, and the collapse of the family

under the strains of patriarchal control. As he does in each of his prairie realist works,

Grove argues that the patnarch, in this case the young settler Niels Lindstedt, must

negotiate with rnodernity and adapt to the complexities of the settlement project in order to

build a lasting legacy on the prairie. This legacy is represented by the large house that

each patriarch longs to build and fill with a wife and many children. Unlike John Elliot

(Our Daily Bread) and Abe Spalding (Fruits of the Earth), who accomplish each of their

goals, Niels's idealistic vision of the future is at odds with reality. He fails to marry his

ideal mate and settles for her debased opposite instead. Grove juxtaposes the chaste and

virtuous Ellen Amundsen, who dominates the novel's sentimental fìrst half, with the

hypersexual and grotesque Clara Vogel, whose appearance triggers an unmistakeably

gothic shift. He weaves identifiably romantic and gothic elements into his realist text,

associating each genre with the two female characters. Grove's exploration of modern

themes and his experimentation with literary genre locates his prairie realism f,rrmly in

what Colin Hill has termed the modem-realist movement. Settlers of the Marsh is early

evidence of Grove's (and other prairie realists like Martha Ostenso and Robert Stead)

attempt to "change the direction of Canadian fiction, and to develop a new mode of

realism capable of dealing with some of the most modem subjects of twentieth-century

literature" (Hill 1 37).
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Grove's literary experimentation alone speaks to the sophistication of his prairie

realism. His juxtaposition of the romantic with the gothic is especially complex because it

runs parallel to his comparison of two models of femininity. While Ellen represents a pure

and unsullied ideal in the novel's sentimental first half, Clara embodies her comrpt and

loathsome equivalent. Niels's marriage to Clara prepares him for his life with Ellen, the

woman whose hard work and devotion will allow him to conquer the land and build a

lasting legacy on the prairie. The contrast between the women centres fundamentally on

the house, which Niels builds for his ideal wife, a mate who will adhere to conventional

gender roles and perform her domestic duties uncritically. Niels arrives in Manitoba with

firm expectations regarding the sort of woman he wants to marry. He even seems resigned

to marriage, as if finding a mate is a necessary evil. He knows quite well that he cannot

become an established member of the community and a respected farmer without a wife

and children because both are "inseparable in the colonial imagination. If settlement

projects are to be successful, they must grow" (Calder, "'Doing our dooty"' 319). Niels

makes a connection between his imminent success and his future wife. He associates "a

house of his own and a wife that would go through it like an inspiration" with "Canada, the

land of the million farmsteads to be had for the asking" (Grove 37). He fails to see that

neither Ellen nor Clara can perfectly fit the role he has constructed.

Niels is impatient to find the right woman to insert into his ready-made vision, but

also a little perturbed at the thought of his abstract ideals colliding with reality. The

narrator tells us that woman "had never f,rgured as a concrete thing in Niels' [sic] thought

of his future in this new country. t...] Now that he was in the country of his dreams and

gaining a foothold, it seemed as if individual women were bent on replacing the vague,
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schematic figures he had in his mind" (38). The narrator's language is especially revealing

here: individual women are "bent" on invading and inhabiting his pure vision. Ellen

stands out among these faceless women and is reassuringly unthreatening. She represents

everything Niels thinks a woman is and ought to be. She is lovely but not excessively

sensual, hard-working but feminine, silent but intelligent. Niels appreciatively notices that

she has "wide hips and a mature bust" and that her hair is "neatly but plainly brushed back

and gathered into a knot above the nape of her neck" (14). Her clothes tell us that she is

careful about her physical appearance but is not vain: "Her dress was of dark-blue print,

made with no view to prettiness or style, but spotlessly clean" (14). Scrutinising Ellen,

Niels observes that despite her young age (she is only eighteen or nineteen), she has "the

face of a woman; not of a girl. There was a great, ripe maturity in it, and a look as if she

saw through pretences and shams and knew more of life than her age would warrant" (15).

Niels is instantly convinced that she is the only woman for him.

'What Niels fails entirely to notice, however, is that Ellen has little or no interest in

inhabiting his house and his vision. He sees but does not understand her "self-centred

repose and somewhat defiant aloofness" (15) and what it might mean for their potential

relationship. Niels also does not see that, despite appearances, Ellen is anything but

conventionally feminine. He is repeatedly stunned by her androgynous stoicism because it

is so far removed from his definition of femininity. When he first sees her, for instance,

Ellen is wearing a dress; a few hours later, he finds that she has changed into a man's

sheepskin coat and large overshoes. Bewildered, he watches her skilfully harness a team

of "big, powerful" horses (15). Almost without thinking, he rushes over to help her lift a
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wagon-box, and Ellen greets his misguided chivalry with disapproving silence and a frown

(16).

Niels is helpless before these manifestations of Ellen's impenetrability. To him she

is absolutely unapproachable: "even in his dream he felt shy in her presence, bashful,

unable to speak when she looked at him, with the cool, appraising expression in her eyes"

(a6). He is immediately attracted to the very qualities that make her so intimidating: "No

smile lighted her features," he notices; "her eyes were stem and nearly condemnatory. But

somehow, when Niels looked at her, a gteat desire came over him to make her smile" (15).

In short, Niels does not understand Ellen because he hardly knows her and, even worse,

barely speaks to her. He is in love with the ídea of Ellen, the Ellen of his vision. She is

the embodiment of the upstanding and self-sacrificing "anonlmous wife-f,rgure" (Calder,

"'Doing our dooty"' 327) he has sought for so long.

Nìels's reaction to Amundsen's death further underscores his gendered assumptions.

He is invigorated by Amundsen's death because it will finally allow him to claim Ellen as

his own. The house, the seat of Niels's nascent patriarchal control, is central to his

fundamental misreading of Ellen. Soon after learning the news of her father's death, Niels

happily pictures "his house erected: apalace in the wilderness" (77). He is as possessive of

his "secluded kingdom" as he is of his future wife: "His farm and his house," the "work of

his hands," will protect and "harbour her" (77). Niels thinks that Ellen, in spite of her

evident physical strength and emotional resilience, needs to be protected and sheltered.

Grove employs unmistakably phallic language as his protagonist shows Ellen around his

newly built homestead for the first time. Niels enters his yard proudly, "his head erect,"

and feels "like an adventurer coming home with booty" (87). The entire homestead, with
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its big new house, freshly painted barn and clean granary, represents Niels's material

success as well as his sexual potential. Ellen is meant to be impressed by the size of

everything, and because she is indeed impressed, Niels assumes that she has understood

and accepted his unspoken marriage proposal. Grove emphasises his protagonist's mistake

by juxtaposing Ellen's expression "of sadness and pity" with Niels's thoughts: "since more

and more he persuaded himself that she knew, that she must know, he also became

convinced that she accepted his courtship; that silently all things were agreed upon" (93).

Niels misinterprets Ellen's refusal to lead him on as her tacit consent. He is incapable of

reconciling the ambiguity and complexity of Ellen's personality with the one-dimensional

image he has constructed of her. All he wants is a woman to fill his awaiting house.

Niels is so pragmatic that he cannot think of anything better than describing the

"sewing machine," "washing machine," "curtains, packed awayr" and "parcels with

towels, bed-linen, table-cloths" to make Ellen want to be his wife. His desperate language

of love and seduction is also a language of the house. "'Do you know for whom that house

was built, and for whom those things were bought?"'he asks (118). Here Grove clearly

embraces the gender roles that are enforced on the family farm. The homestead constitutes

a "rigidly defined community" in which men and women are "constricted by their social

roles" (Moss, Sex and Violence 186). The purpose of a gendered division of labour is, of

course, to profit from the land or, as Moss puts it, "to make the natural life a working

proposition" (Sex and Violence 186). Niels does not realise that despite his high-minded

ideals he is very similar to Abe Spalding and John Elliot. He is critical of those settlers

who "think more of their machinery than of their houses" and let their lives slip by (82),
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but fundamentally he wants the same things as Grove's older protagonists: a hard-working

wife and many children to carry on his legacy.

Ellen chooses solitude over this "ugly" side of marriage (Gammell227). "'I know a

fanner needs a woman on the place,"' she tells Niels (120). She pleads, "'Take me as a

sister. Marry another womarì"' (120). Her father's death has left her in complete control

of the family farm and Ellen feels no need to return to a life in which she would be the

angel of the house and nothing more. "Marnage," in the words of her mother, "makes

weak" (121). Ellen chooses to be independent, even if it means that she must be horribly

lonely (119), yet she is far from being miserable. Her conversations with Niels on the

subject strongly suggest that she not only enjoys physical labour but is liberated by it.

Niels is critical of a settler, Hahn, because he allows his wife to work 'Just as hard" (82) as

he does, but Ellen is quick to defend their neighbour's arrangement. "'Help is hard to

Eêt,"'she objects, adding, "'During the fìrst few years it is really the woman that makes

the living on a pioneer farm. She keeps chickens, cows, and pigs. The man makes the

land" (82). Once the house is built, the land is tilled, and the children are born, Ellen says,

"Nobody thinks of relieving fthe wife] of any work. She has always done it. Why can she

not do it now?" (83). This is not a complaint on her part; rather, it is a point of pride.

When Ellen says, with a "low, self-possessed laugh," that she does all the work herself,

Niels "boldly" answers, "'You shouldn't" (83). Ellen quickly and firmly objects: "'I'm

independent"' (83). She has resolutely and consciously chosen social, financial, and legal

independence at the expense of companionship and intimacy. She has made a rule of her

mother's final plea to make her own life and let nobody make it for her (131).
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I would also argue that Niels clings so strongly to the notion that Ellen wants to be

his supportive wife in spite of evidence to the contrary because he has invested so much in

his vision. It is his raison d'être and he must convince himself that Ellen shares it too,

otherwise the house, the homestead, and his entire existence are futile. They cannot exist

for themselves but must serve a greater purpose and carry on a legacy. Niels "is nothing

and all of his work is effectively fruitless" if he fails to achieve his vision (Calder, "'Doing

our dooty"' 327). The idyllic future he continually imagines simply cannot become reality

unless Ellen is part of it. He cannot consider himself a successful farmer until his empty

house has been filled. The formulation of his marriage proposal to Ellen shows that his

success and happiness hinge on her:

when I filed on that homestead, I did so because it was near to you. When I

fenced it, I drove your nalne into the ground as the future owner with every

post. When I cleared my field, I did it for you. When I dug the cellar of the

house, I laid it out so it would save you work. When I planned the kitchen and

the dining room, I thought of nothing but saving you steps. When I bought the

lumber, I felt I was taking home presents for you. Whenever I came driving

over the Marsh, I saw you standing at the gate to welcome me. When I laid out

the kitchen garden, I thought of you bringing in the greens. (1 19)

Niels's homestead cannot thrive without a highly capable wife to run his household. Ellen

is the ideal candidate.

Although Grove does suggest that Niels is responsible for his lack of self-awareness

and his inability to truly understand Ellen, he wants the reader to remain sympathetic to his

protagonist. We are encouraged to share Niels's disappointment rather than Ellen's
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distress when she rejects his proposal, even though Ellen is clearly the more damaged of

the two. Niels will simply have to find another wife, while Ellen must contend with

memories of her selfish and abusive father (121). After devoting several pages to Ellen's

monologue, in which she relates every painful detail of her father's brutal treatment of her

mother, Grove abandons her perspective altogether and focuses his attention fìrmly on

Niels. That being said, Ellen's appeal to Niels is poignant and Grove conveys her distress

with respect. "'Niels,"' she pleads, "'Don't leave me alone for the rest of my days.

Promise that you will come back..."'(131). In Grove's ellipsis we hear Ellen's voice

trailing off; significantly, Niels does not. He stammers an answer to her entreaty, shrugs

his shoulders helplessly, and leaves. Grove again emphasises Niels's lack of empathy and

insight: "He did not see that over that fannyard there followed him a girl, her hand pressed

to her bosom, tears in her eyes; nor that, at the gate, she sank to the ground and sobbed"

(131).

Grove achieves a difficult balancing act. He wants to convey Niels's lack of

compassion and elicit our pity for Ellen without going so far as to suggest that his

protagonist is selfìsh and selÊabsorbed. Grove presents Niels as well-intentioned and even

likeable but simply misguided. Engrossed in the collapse of his dreams, Niels is blind to

the suffering of the woman he claims to have loved from the moment he laid eyes on her

(121). Ellen remains, in Niels's own words, "the mate of [his] life" (121). His error has

been to fail to understand that Ellen exists independently of his all-consuming vision. He

mistakenly believes that she is meant for him and that she has come into his life

specifically to become his wife and the mother of his children. The large, empty house that

awaits Ellen merely serves to reinforce Niels's delusion.
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If Ellen is the epitome of the reliable and devoted pioneering wife Niels longs for,

Clara is her compiete opposite. Grove juxtaposes the two women and encourages us to see

them as opposites who engage in totally different behaviour. And yet Niels makes the

same mistake with Clara as he does with Ellen: his obdurate silence, his inability to read

people, and his failure to "articulate what he really is and feels and believes, even when he

recognizes what that is" (La Bossière 151) shapes his relationship with Clara. Their

whirlwind "romance," if one can even call it that, and their unexpected marri age are tainted

by Niels's fundamental wordlessness. Before Niels can be with Ellen, his rightful mate, he

must first correct not exactly his view of women, which remains limited, but his lack of

self-awareness. Clara pushes Niels into finally realising that "what he does not understand

is himself' (La Bossière 151). Niels can only hll his house with a wife and children once

he gains self-knowledge and becomes a "good" patriarch.

Grove maintains his sympathetic portrayal of Niels by depicting Clara's outrageous

behaviour. It is clear from the moment that Niels sees Clara that she is unlike any other

woman in the Big Marsh community. She is introduced with a simple, evocative sentence

that doubles as an immediate warning to the reader: she stands out in the crowd and forms

"a rather striking contrast to all the other women present" (25). No matter how kind and

smiling Clara appears to Niels, with "her whole face dimpled up" (53), we are meant to

remember that she is dangerous. Grove foreshadows the gothic narrative that eventually

develops by depicting Clara as a predatory figure whose self-assured demeanour

emasculates Niels. She destabilises him by being far more self-assured than he is. As he

"obeys her summons" to come and sit beside her, Niels feels "entrapped" (53). He feels "a

foreboding of disaster" (53). Clara is not the chaste, patient, and loving woman of Niels's
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vision. Her "sidelong glancefs], intensely feminine, nearly coquettish, and full of smiling

scrutiny" are too forward, especially in comparison to Ellen's reserved nature, and her

behaviour is out of place in a frontier settlement. Disapprovingly, the narrator identifies

Clara's "light, silvery, falsetto laugh" as that "of a \ryoman perfectly sure of herself and

very superior to her interlocutor" (53). She puts Niels in his place.

The narrator's description of her clothes also invites a comparison between Clara and

the other women in the community. The settlers' wives are described as asexual and rather

frumpy-looking: they wear "dark, long skirts, shawls over their shoulders, and white or

light-coloured headkerchiefs. Many of them had babies along which they nursed without

restraint" (20). Niels's gaze does not linger over the indistinct mass of women who come

together out of the "wilderness" to chatter and gossip (20). Like them, Ellen wears men's

clothes when working and does not concem herself with her physical appearance beyond

cleanliness . Clara, on the other hand, dresses "in a remarkably pretty and becoming way,

with ruffles around her plump, smooth-skinned" face (25). The impracticality of her

clothes betrays her vanity. Yet even this is not the right word, for Clara makes no effort to

hide anything. She proudly displays her femininity and her sexual appeal because she is

the district prostitute and everyone, except Niels, knows it. The only concession she makes

is to answer to the name of "the gay widow of the settlement" (26) rather than the much

less palatable "district whore."

Clara begins to abandon her domestic duties once she and Niels wed. In fact, Clara

literally takes over Niels's house and runs it without consideration for his needs or

preferences. Her behaviour is an ironic inversion of Niels's dream: Clara takes control of

the domestic space, as a prairie wife should, but she does so in an increasingly negative
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way until she finally usurps Niels's power and becomes the mistress of the house. The text

suggests that Niels is responsible for being replaced as authority figure because he allows

his wife too much freedom. He commits a grave error by letting Clara stay up until the

early hours of the morning and restrict "her work in the house to the least that would do"

(149). Niels justifres his permissiveness with the fact that Clara continues to prepare meals

and keep "the house in order" (149). Yet Clara, so unlike a prairie wife, does the bare

minimum. "Twice" Niels enters the house "at an unusual hour" and finds it "exactly as he

had left it, with the breakfast and dinner dishes still on the table" and "the beds unmade"

(149). Although Niels observes that Clan does "her work at the last minute" (149), he

says nothing. Grove emphasises his patriarch's responsibility in the matter by noting that

Niels tries "not to see" his wife's shortcomings (ia9).

What Clara needs, Grove suggests, is structure and a firm hand to guide her. But

Niels, much to Grove's chagrin, is too dazed by his wife's swift invasion of the house to

check her extravagance. She divides the house into two separate quarters and her presence

eventually becomes so forbidding that Niels stays away from her altogether. This

discordant atmosphere is the total opposite of Niels's dreams. Instead of sitting together by

the fire in silent harmony, as Niels had originally hoped (46),he and Clara retreat to their

separate rooms. Clara's "converted" (149) bedroom, for instance, seems straight out of a

harem and the opulence of her lifestyle is at odds with Niels's stem asceticism. He

continues to sleep in his "iron bedstead" with "grey blankets and coarse linen" (150), while

Clara's bedroom brims with

upholstered chairs, rugs, heavy curtains, and a monstrously wide, luxurious

bed with box mattress and satin covers; a mahogany dressing table covered
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with brushes, combs, flasks, jars, and provided with three large mirrors, two of

which were hinged to a central one; a chiffonier filled with a multitudinous

arrangement of incomprehensible, silky and fluffli garments, so light and thin

that you could crush them in the hollow of your hand; a set of sectional

bookcases filled with many volumes; a couch upholstered in large-flowered

damask; cushions without number; and above all mirrors, rnirrors. (149)

When Niels tries to broach the subject of her domestic duties, Clara shrugs him off with a

conciliating but condescending smile: "'l will try to keep house for you,"' she says, "'[b]ut

that is all I can undertake. I am not the kind of woman that works'" (152). Niels is too

afraid to protest, and with a "'No, no; of course; that's all right," he quietly milks the cows,

hoes the garden, and fetches wood and water himself (152). Grove critiques his

emasculated patriarch through Bobby, whose incredulous response to his mentor's

marriage to the district prostitute speaks for itself. The boy's wide-eyed reaction conveys

the author's disapproval and underscores the absurdity of the situation. Through Bobby

Grove reminds us that Clara simply does not belong in Niels's house.

Clara's characterisation is frustratingly stereotypical, primarily because she is "all

symbol" (Keith 31). More alarmingly, W.J.Keith also argues that Clara's "seduction" of

Niels represents "the urban rape of rural innocence" (29). In his view, Clara is a predator

and Niels her unwitting victim. She, so unlike Ellen, is unnatural and dangerous. This

complacent and uncritical view of Clara as a curse and a plague to be purged is nothing

new. In a 1932 review of the novel, Robert Ayre described Niels as "a virgin violated"

whose "conscience forces him to marry the harlot who rapes him" (21). In keeping with

this assessment of Clara's behaviour, Grove does not force his patriarch to confront his
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narrow view of women. Instead, he proves him right. Niels's mistake is not so much that

he places women in two distinct categories as it is his inability to read the signs of Clara's

debasement, brought on by his fundamental lack of insight. Clara's gothic excess and

grotesque appearance teach Niels a lesson. She shocks him into reclaiming his patriarchal

authority and regaining control over his house by dramatically shooting her in the back.

Niels shows that he has finally become a better patriarch when, newly released from a six-

and-a-half-year prison sentence, he goes to the shed in which all of Clara's furniture and

belongings have been stored and sets "fire to it without ever looking inside" (252). Grove

uses Clara's character as a foil to Niels and all traces of her presence must be fully

eliminated before he can complete his search for an appropriate mate.

Although many critics, including Isobel McKenna, Lorraine McMullen, and

Elizabeth Potvin, have remarked on Grove's "surprising feminism" (Hill 1 17), and while

Grove himself claimed that his "sympathies were always with the women" (In Search of

Myself 224), he nevertheless shares many of his protagonist's assumptions about women.

If Grove does not hesitate to underscore his character's flaws and overly simplistic

approach to gender, it is because he feels that his intentions, though misguided, are good.

Instead of fundamentally altering his patriarch's limited understanding of gender, Grove

recuperates both women's subversive behaviour into an unsatisÛring happy ending: Ellen

and Niels are happily united, while the debased Clara is expelled from the house that she

has contaminated. In many ways, it is Niels's approach to gender that undermines his

patriarchal ambitions. Niels thinks that \¡/omen are uniformly weak and sentimental. To

him, they require protection and must be contained, for their own good, within rigid

boundaries.
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Despite Grove's unambiguous juxtaposition of the two women, Ellen and Clara are

in some ways quite similar: much like Niels himself, Grove seems too focused on their

easy opposition to approach each character in a nuanced way. They are both actually quite

powerful female figures who, despite the limitations of Grove's perceived feminism, are in

full control of their lives and their bodies. Just as Ellen is the mistress of her house and

homestead, Clara's sexual independence and mobility (she comes and goes as she pleases,

even once she is married to Niels), places her in a position of control. Here I want to be

careful not to tie Clara's strength and resistance exclusively (and reductively) to her

sexuality. It is insufficient to argue, as Isobel McKenna does, that Clara's primary act of

rebellion is her insistence "upon her right to gaiety and affection" (110). Clara goes much

further than this and Grove indulges in her excess even if she undermines every single one

of Niels's assumptions. For instance, she seizes on his weaknesses, his possessiveness,

and his "ridiculous man-nature" to challenge him outright: "'You married me. You don't

want me any longer. But I am not to belong to any one else. I am to be your property,

your slave-property"' (i 82).

Alienated from the community and isolated on the homestead that she considers an

uncivilised "manure-pi1e" (183), Clara gives up on Niels altogether. She is hurt by her

husband's bewildering inability to "be a man" and, in Grove's view, assume the role of

patriarch. Angdly she explains his shortcomings: "'I waited; oh, so anxiously I waited for

you to scold, to get anry, to beat me if need be... Just to show that you did care, that I

was not simply a nothing, a figure-head, an encumbrance to you..."'(186). Here Grove's

views match up perfectly with Niels's: women want to be dominated, ordered and pushed

around. Niels repeatedly fails to assert himself as Clara's master and succeeds only in
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earning her total contempt. Although the text ultimately holds Clara responsible for

Niels's unhappiness, for a short moment she is allowed to place the blame firmly on her

husband's shoulde¡s. Positioning herself as a victim of Niels's total lack of introspection,

she asks, "'Do you know what you did when you married me? You prostituted me if you

know what that means. That's what you did. After having made a convenience of me.

When you married me, you committed a crime!"'(183).

Grove includes this scathing critique of Niels because it makes him a better

patriarch. Indeed, Niels is jolted into recognition of his flaws. "That woman was right!"

he exclaims: "That was why he had married her! Not she, he stood indicted" (1S3). [n her

own aggressive and unconventional way, Clara makes Niels turn inward. If, as Desmond

Pacey argues, Grove usually holds his female characters responsible for "sexual aberration

and suffering" (Frederick Phílip Grove 49),in this case Clara is both blamed and credited

for her excessive sexual appetite. Grove explicitly compares Ellen's chastity with Clara's

hypersexuality, ultimately relying on the latter in order to correct his imperfect patriarch.

Clara essentially bullies Niels into recognising and modifying his distorted view of

sexuality. He finally leams how to deserve Ellen, whom Grove triumphantly bestows

upon him at the end of the novel. She will enliven the empty house that Clara has

tarnished.

Running parallel to the novel's comparison of Ellen and Clara's femininity and

sexuality is Grove's use of two contrasting genres, the romantic and the gothic. Although

Grove is a realist, the part of the novel depicting Niels's arrival in Canada and his ensuing

pursuit of Ellen is suffused with the conventions of sentimental romance. Grove ties his

young hero's hopeful vision of the future to the image of the large, imposing mansion he
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longs to build for the wife he has yet to meet. Once he marries Clara, however, the house

that was initially a source of comfort to Niels becomes an uncanny parody of his former

vision and a painful reminder of his failure. Niels has the makings of a perfect patriarch:

he intuitively understands that he needs a wife and children in order to become an accepted

member of his Big Marsh community and, by extension, his adopted country. In many

ways his is a typical immigrant narrative; as Robert Kroetsch has observed, Settlers of the

Marsh is primarily an account of the "ethnic experience [...] using the conventions of the

novel" (66). But Niels's entire outlook is also totally (and tragically) optimistic: he

emigrates from Sweden fully expecting to find nothing but success and happiness in the

New World. Indeed, Niels associates "a house of his own and a wife that would go

through it like an inspiration" with "Canada, the land of the million farmsteads to be had

for the asking" (37).

If Niels finds such comfort in his vision, it is partly because in reality he feels

isolated among his neighbours. When he is first introduced to the Lund family, for

example, he feels "forlorn" (20). To him they are a "foreign crowd" (20) toward which he

feels no attachment or affection. They are merely strangers. The text emphasises the

contrast between the wannth of Niels's vision and the stark reality of his isolation within

the settler community on several occasions. One passage has Niels crossing a snow-

covered bridge with the intention of alighting in a sheltered poplar bluff to feed his horses.

As he rounds the corner, he spots alarge crowd of men assembled with their teams. They

greet him warmly but Niels makes it clear to them that he prefers to be alone, so they

move on. Revelling in his solitude, he looks about him: "before long it somehow was

clear to him that this was his future home. One day, if the place was still open for entry,
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he would file on it" (43). Niels may prefer the isolation of bachelorhood, but it is clear

that the house, so central to his comforting vision, is the ultimate and most desirable

solution to his seclusion.

Niels is quite conscious of the fact that he stands out as an unmarried pioneer. Once

his füend Lars Nelson marries Olga Lund, for example, Niels immediately senses that

their relationship has changed: "A barrier had arisen between him and his friend. t...]

Nelson had stepped aside; he was going to live in a world from which Niels was excluded"

(56). Niels fears remaining "forever a stranger in this country;" if he has children, he

realises, "they would be rooted here" and he "might become rooted himself, through them"

(46). Ellen will make those dreams of belonging areality. She is the faceless woman of

his vision:

The picture which he saw, of himself and a woman in a cosy room, with the

homely light of the lamp shed over their shoulders, while the winter winds

stalked and howled outside and while from above the pitter-patter of children's

feet sounded down, took more and more definite form. .. (46)

Ellen represents stability, companionship, and hard work--all the things that a pioneer

requires from a wife if he is to be successful. She belongs in his house.

Ellen and Niels's encounters are described in the most innocent and idyllic way

possible, as they would be in a romance. Grove devotes several pages to a detailed and

highly sentimental depiction of their shy and mostly silent courtship. On one of their

Sunday aftemoon walks, the two leave the homestead behind and escape to their

"accustomed place, that natural bower in the fringe of the bush" (107). Grove conveys the
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importance of the moment by switching to the present tense and adopting poetic and lilting

language:

As they crossed the yard, imponderable things, incomprehensible waves of

feeling passed to and fro between them: things too delicate for words; things

somehow full of pain and anxious, disquieting anticipations: like silent

discharges between summer clouds that distantly wink at each other in

lightning. (107)

The wildemess of the "virgin" bush (110) is peaceful and full of life: birds flutterup and

rabbits scamper a\¡/ay as Ellen and Niels unintentionally disturb their nests and burrows

(109). Grove wants us to feel that his characters are at one with nature and are completely

liberated. They are referred to simply as "boy" and "girl" and laugh together "exuberantly,

exultantly" (111). Niels and Ellen have left the house and its accompanying restrictions

behind, entering a different, unregulated and much freer natural space.

Seeing that a rainstorm is coming, the couple seeks refuge in a hay-stack, which

Grove likens to a "cavern" (lI2). Their protective shelter cuts them off from the world

and allows them to truly communicate for the first time. In the hollowed-out hay-stack, as

in the depth of the bush, they understand one another: "There was no barrier between

them: they looked at each other, as it were, stripped of all conventions, all disguises"

(108). Social obligations and gendered expectations do not reach them in their temporary

dwelling. Grove indulges in the flowery language of sentimental romance to fully

illustrate this:

Down comes

where they sit in

rain in a cloud-burst, forming a wall in front of them

sheltering cove in which all the fragrance of the meadow

the

the
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is concentrated. Flashes of lightning break on the slough like bombshells;

rattling thunder dances and springs.

On sweeps the storm; less and less rain falls; the drops begin to sparkle and

glitter; the sun bursts forth. Over the bush huge clouds are lifting their wings;

and a playful breeze strikes into the cave where Niels and Ellen still crouch

silent... (113)

Niels and Ellen's affection is wholesome and pure and their moment of communion is, as

Camille La Bossière writes, a moment of "eloquent speechlessness" (155). It is, as Margot

Northey argues in The Haunted lüilderness, her study of the gothic and the grotesque in

Canadian fìction, "an idealistic dream" (14).

Their innocent courtship could not be more different than Clara Vogel's pursuit of

Niels. In fact, Ellen's unequivocal rejection of Niels's proposal foreshadows the gothic

narrative that soon follows. Grove sets up a clear comparison between the novel's two

halves, juxtaposing the optimism of Niels's initial vision with, in Northey's words, the

"incongruity, disorder, and deformity" (7) thal Clara represents. The house is utterly

lifeless without Ellen to animate it. Grove abandons the conventions of sentimental

romance, with their focus on "the ideal of chaste love and virtue triumphant" (Northey 14),

constructing a nightmarish gothic tale instead. Gone are the days when Niels paced his

yard, anticipating his "provisional house" (71). Once he marries Clara, the house instantly

ceases to be an emblem of promise and happiness and becomes utterly "distasteful" in

Niels'seyes(115). Literallypushedoutofthehousebyhisdominatingwife,Nielsretreats

to the granary. There he sits and stares, dejected, at the home that has become his wife's

domain. They sleep in separate beds in separate rooms and speak to each other only if
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necessary. By the end of the novel, Niels avoids Clara altogether. The sight of her is as

depressing to Niels as is the sight of the house that will forever be a reminder of his

bachelorhood, his solitude, and his failure. Clara is a perversion of the loving, hard-

working and suitably domestic wife Niels found (and lost) in Ellen, and her unnatural

presence contaminates Niels's large prairie home.

Following Ellen's rejection, Niels is able to think of her "without bitterness" but, at

the mere thought of the woman synonymous with "his old dream, a lump rose in his

throat" (138). Niels reverts to the comforts of numbing physical labour, isolation, and

retrenchment:

A new dream rose: a longing to leave and to go to the very margin of

civilisation, there to clear a new place; and when it was cleared and people

began to settle about it, to move on once more, again to the very edge of

pioneerdom, and to start it all over anew... 1...] Woman would have no place

in his life. (139)

Niels tries to construct a new vision devoid of a wife and the "pitter-patter of children's

feet" (46) but it is clear that they remain central to it. They are, as Calder suggests,

"analogous to the material world of the farm that, in clearing the land," Niels "also builds

around himself' ("'Doing our dooty"' 322). Here Grove places his patriarch in a difficult

position. A pioneer simply cannot establish alegacy in the New World by erecting a series

of dwellings on the prairie. He needs to settle in one area and concentrate on "civilising"

the barren landscape, and he cannot do this unless he finds amate to bear the children that

will take over the homestead once he dies. Most family farms in Canada, John Moss

writes in Sex and Violence ìn the Canadían Novel, were and "are passed on in a system of
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patrilineal primogeniture, from father to eldest son. 'Women 
are brought in as outsiders to

continue the line" (187). While Moss goes on to critique the "fg]enealogies which

perpefuate these sexual distortions" (187), it is clear that Grove endorses them fully.

Homesteads must be passed on to sons for the family name (and with it the original

settler's legacy) to survive. Yet Grove gives his protagonist very little choice: there seem

to be no other women in the district for Niels to court. Unable to marry Ellen, he must

wed Clara, her polar opposite, and suffer the consequences of his decision.

Niels and Clara's sexual encounter in town and marriage the next day marks the

beginning of the novel's gothic turn, and the tension begins to mount as soon as "Mrs.

Lindstedt" enters the yard (142). Their married life begins on a promising enough note:

Niels benevolently and "not unkindly" tells Clara that she will have to "put up" with the

"bachelor's establishment" (143) until he and Bobby "get order into it" (142\. Clara is

equally accommodating: although she is clearly averse to physical labour of any sort, she

surveys the unkempt kitchen with a smile (142). She tacitly, if only temporarily, accepts

her domestic role. Grove emphasises the absurdity of Niels's marriage by giving it a

semblance of normalcy. He and Bobby are pleased when "the woman's voice" rings out

through the house (144), but her playful laugh and sensuality are a constant reminder of

the fact that she does not belong in Niels's home or in his vision.

Niels is fully aware of his wife's conspicuous presence in his house. In keeping with

his lack of self-awareness and insight, Niels chooses to ignore the glaring signs that Clara

has been miscast in her role as angel of the house. Clara serves Niels and Bobby their first

meal, for instance, dressed in "a silky sort of dressing gown" the like of which Bobby has

never seen in his life:
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When she reached for anything on the table, she gathered the wide, flowing

sleeve with the other hand to prevent its brushing over the dishes. The lapping

panel of the gown that covered her breast fell back as she did so and revealed a

white, round shoulder with a pink silk ribbon over it and the lace-trimmed edge

of some undergarment below her throat. (I45)

Bobby, fully aware of the fact that his mentor has married the district prostitute, is shocked

and baffled. Everything about Clara, from her lack of modesty to her suitcase full of "the

appurtenances of modern femininity," makes him "blush to the roots of his hair" (145).

Niels, however, chooses to ignore the discomfort and awkwardness that his wife elicits in

Bobby. He sits "sternly, looking straight ahead and chewing absent-mindedly a freshly

baked biscuit" (145). Although Niels's naïVeté is obvious, it does not totally explain his

inability to understand the reasons behind Bobby's embarrassment. There is more to his

"dumbness" than a lack of experience (La Bossière i51), as the novel repeatedly shows.

Niels fails to identify the desire he feels for Clara and, fatally, fails to understand from her

words, her behaviour and his neighbours' intimations that she is a prostitute. After Nelson

and Olga's wedding reception, she invites Niels to come visit her: "'Don't forget. North

across the across the bridge. Then east along the first logging trail. Three miles from the

bridge. A white cottage"' (58). "'Sooner or later,"' she adds rather ominously, "'you'll

come"' (58). Niels does not know how to react to what the reader easily identifies as

solicitation. His response is to look the other way and hope that he will be able to tum his

wife into an Ellen-like mate and helper.

It soon becomes clear even to Niels that his marriage is "an indecency" (146). Clara

is ill-suited at best to the pioneering lifestyle. She insists on wearing frilly dresses as she
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daintily picks "her way over the soft, brown seed-bed" of the fields her husband is busy

tilling (145). She expresses her affection without reserve: "she reached up with her hand,

rumpled Niels's hair, raised herself on her toes, kissed his ear, and whispered, 'Oh, I love

you; you're so big and strong! How I love you! I love you so much it hurts!"' (146).

Embarrassed, Niels does not understand how he came to be married to such a woman. It

"is as if it had happened to another man," he thinks (146). Niels adopts a stance of weary

resignation only two days into his marriage with Clara. With an ostensible sigh he resolves

to "do his duty" (147), as if to prove to himself that he has forgotten Ellen, the "other

woman" (141). But even Niels's decision to "make the best of a bad bargain" (148) is far

too optimistic a stance for the dark gothic narrative that follows. Soon Niels cannot look at

the house (and Clara in it) without experiencing an intense feeling of "uncanny dread"

(151). Trapped in a marriage with a virlual stranger and condemned to live in a house built

for another, Niels feels hopeless. He dimly senses that something is wrong but cannot

bring himself to ask anyone, especially not his wife. She enigmatically refers to the "brutal

things" (151) of her past, but Niels is content to live in wilful ignorance. "He wanted to

know," the narrator tells us, "but he did not press for confidences" (151).

Niels's growing suspicion that Clara is mysteriously inaccessible (and not entirely

unlike Ellen in her guarded inscrutability) is confirmed by her physical appearance. He is

appalled by the discovery that she dyes her hair with henna leaves and subsequently

notices that the colour of her face is artificial as well. Entering Clara's room early one

moming, he is shocked by her appearance: "From behind the mask which still half

concealed her face, another face looked out at him, like a death's-head: the coarse, aged

face of a coarse? aged woman, aged before her time" (157). Although Niels does not quite
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realise it himself, Grove plainly wants us to understand that Clara is damaged goods. She

is decay in disguise and from this moment on Niels cannot look at her without noticing

"the true face under the mask" (151). This persistent feeling of uncanny dread imbues not

only his marnage, but his view of the homestead as well. The idyllic "pitter-patter of

children's feet" Niels once imagined is replaced with absolute silence and a sense of

impending doom.

Initially resigned to the fact that they are to exist as strangers "without common

memories in the past, without common interests in the present, without common aims in

the future" (162), Niels soon feels "humiliated, almost humble" (171) before his

dominating, emasculating wife. He is so anxious in Clara's presence that he carefully

avoids her. Dreading her disapproving gaze, he often sits in the granary, "looking across at

that big dwelling of his which contained a mystery" (166), just as he did when Ellen made

it clear that they would never mary. Before long husband and wife barely exchange a

word and their encounters become entirely accidental. In one instance, Niels enters the

house later than usual and unexpectedly runs into Clara, who is simultaneously described

as an intruder, a ghost, and a monster. Leaving the light buming on the table, he goes

down to the cellar and returns to find the lamp extinguished. He gasps as he brushes his

hand against the hot glass, and "at the same moment there was the swish of clothes, quite

nearby, as of somebody running. Then the crash of a chair and a half-suppressed cry"

(195). Niels quickly lights the lamp and catches a glimpse of his wife, who rushes upstairs

in a ghostly flourish of lace and gauze. Her face is uncannily, grotesquely familiar: "For

the fraction of a second he had thought it was the face of a perfect stranger. It had been
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that of an aging woman, yellow, lined with sharp wrinkles and black hollows under the

eyes, the lips pale like the face... She had been without her make-up" (195).

Clara lurks in the house, unseen, but Niels is continually aware of the fact that she

watches him. The house may be Clara's prison but, in an inversion of gothic convention,

Niels is the one who is trapped. He is no Mr. Rochester, as Clara tells him: "'You don't

need to lock doors. You have made me live through hell. I shall give you a taste of the

same thing rìow"' (188). Niels is the one who is imprisoned, tracked and monitored:

The only signs of her life consisted in the slow, slow dwindling of the supply

of flour; in the disappearance of an egg or two a day from the colander on the

kitchen shelf; in the fact that at night there was a little less water in the pail on

the bench by the door. t. . .] It would almost seem as if she watched for his

appearance on the yard to extinguish even her lamp. (194)

Grove underscores Niels's feeling of dread so as to instil it in the reader as well. We are

being prepared to expect the worst. Oppressed by the tension that pervades the house,

Niels "almost wishfes] that something decisive, something catastrophic would happen"

(200). He is constantly unnerved by "the inactivity of the woman" (200).

Eventually the tension that has been steadily building comes to a head in a perfectly

gothic fashion. As Maggie Kilgour notes, the gothic novel "delights in rebellion, while

finally punishing it, often with death or damnation, and the reaffirmation of a system of

moral and social order" (8). Such is the case with the novel's resolution: accidentally

informed by a female neighbour that he has married the "district whore" (214), Niels

storms into his house ready to pay his wife any amount of money to disappear. Catching

her entertaining two half-naked men in his dining room, Niels shoots Clara, giving her no
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time to enjoy her revenge. Clara is a "caricature of the wife Niels had hoped for" and Niels

"cannot tolerate the fallen woman in his house any more than he can admit human

imperfection to his dream" (Harrison 133).

From this moment on the novel's dénouement is rather disappointing. Niels insists

on pleading guilty, goes to prison, is released after several years and returns to the Big

Marsh community humbled and fully reformed. Now that Clara, the "infection" (I77) and

"the curse of the place" (2I9), has been fully eradicated, the house becomes a positive

image once more. Entering his yard upon his release from prison, Niels gazes approvingly

at all that is still his. The dread and fear of encountering traces of his dead wife is replaced

by relief and a sense of well-being once he realises that all signs of her existence have been

purged from the house and piled into a "little shanty in the bluff' (252). "[T]his would be

home," Niels thinks, "his refuge, his hermitage" (240). Lest we fail to get the point, the

narrator notes the home-made "Welcome Home" sign resting on the kitchen table (241).

Niels rebuilds his relationship with Ellen and the two establish a new vision together.

She accepts him as more than a brother and confesses that her "greatest need,"

conveniently, is now "to have children" (264). In accordance with the gothic model,

danger, in the form of Clara, has been indulged "only to be ultimately contained,

imprisoned by the final authority of morality, in which the good and bad are separated out

by a poetically just system of rewards and punishments" (Kilgour 8). Clara is killed and

roundly punished, while Ellen's asceticism and purity are rewarded with presumable

domestic bliss. Because Grove remains a firm believer in the patriarchal system, Ellen's

independence is neatly if unsatisfactorily recuperated. Grove relies on gothic suspense and

fear in order to correct and improve Niels. As Kilgour reminds us, "the domestic sphere is
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the only appropriate end of a woman's adventures" in the gothic genre (8). The novel's

gothic struclure "offers to its readers a momentary subversion of order that is followed by

the restoration of a norrn, which, after the experience of terror, now seems immensely

desirable" (Kilgour 8). After exploring the dangers of passion and titillating his readers

with Clara's grotesque face and wicked behaviour, Ellen and Niels's chaste love is meant

to come as a relief. Recalling Northey, virtue triumphs and the couple is rewarded with

the promise of the new vision that "arises between them, shared by both" (265).

Through his hopelessly naive and industrious protagonist, Grove does more than

depict the difficult lives of pioneering men (and women) on the Canadian prairie. He

relies on the central image of the empty house to capture the conflict between Niels's

abstract patriarchal ambitions and the realities of life as a newcomer in a homesteading

comrnunity. Although Grove does not hesitate to underscore his character's flaws, it is

clear that he remains deeply syrnpathetic to him. Niels has the makings of a perfect

patriarch: he intuitively understands that a wife and children are necessary if he is to

establish a perrnanent community on the "uncivilised" prairie. Grove corrects and gently

critiques Niels precisely because he feels that the patriarchal system is best suited to the

settlement project. The image of the literally and metaphorically empty house captures all

that Niels longs for, his failure, and all that he has to understand or negotiate with in order

to ultimately succeed as a pioneer in the New World. Grove's intentional blending of

genres and juxtaposition of two models of femininity suggests that his prairie realism was

far more complex and sophisticated than many critics of Canadian literature have claimed.

Grove's deliberate experimentation with genre, which runs parallel to his exploration of

gender, is fuither evidence of prairie realism's underlying modemity. It is necessary that
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we now turn to Fntíts of the Earth in order to show that Grove's sophisticated treatment of

patriarchal control and modern change extends to his other prairie realist novels.
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Chapter II: Fruits of the Earth

Like Niels Lindstedt, the young and optimistic protagonist of Settlers of the Marsh,

Abe Spalding dreams of building an imposing house to signify his success but struggles to

fill it with alarge, happy family. While Niels invests himself fully in the promising future

and trusts that his house will not remain bare and silent for long, Abe awakens from a life

of hard work to a quickly disintegrating family. Though he pursues political and

community involvement, the measure of Abe's success is and can only be the imposing

prairie mansion that he longs to build for his family. Yet the house that takes Grove's

protagonist nearly a decade to complete comes at the expense of family relationships:

Abe's wife, neglected for so long, grows bitter and resentful, and his children grow up to

be perfect strangers. Throughout the novel, Abe tries to balance his responsibilities as

patriarch and head of the family with the overwhelming desire to extract as much profit

from the land as possible. At the centre of his struggle with technology, time, and

generational change is the recurring motif of the empty house, which Grove draws on to

represent the weight of Abe's patriarchal ambitions and their negative effects on his family

and community. Grove's use of the house to explore such contemporary and modem

themes as death and decay, progress, gender, and temporality, moreover, points to the

complexity of his writing. Already an effective and eloquent image, the empty house

speaks to the underlying modernity of Grove's prairie realism. It suggests that his work,

and prairie realism more broadly, sought to address some of twentieth-century literature's

most pressing themes.
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Among these themes is technology and the inevitability of modem change. Grove's

treatment of Abe suggests a deep ambivalence toward modernity and technology. His

older patriarchs often choose to allow modernity, in the shape of electricity, appliances,

and farm machinery, onto their homesteads but fear the consequences of their decision.

Abe tries to incorporate some aspects of technology into his farming process but actively

seeks to ward off its negative or comrpting elements. Unsurprisingly, Abe is presented as

the ideal figure to keep the potentially catalysing aspects of technology and modernity

away from impressionable adolescents. Throughout the novel "modernity" is associated

with unsyrnpathetic and immoral characters like McCrae, Hartley, and the Topp brothers,

who hold debauched dances and enter politics with greedy and self-serving motives. Abe

is deeply perlurbed by the changes that occur in his community, changes that have been

ushered in by technological advancements and will lead to comrption and chaos. Abe sees

signs of modernity's encroachment on rural life everywhere, and Grove scatters them

carefully throughout Fruíts of the Earth. Wheeldon, a conniving neighbour who comes to

oppose Abe in municipal politics, is associated with cars, which Abe loathes. His old Ford

is described quite unfavourably: it is "covered in all sorts of places with tarnished brass"

and jolts and tilts and tosses along the road "with an ever-increasing bellowing noise"

(Grove 87). Abe instinctively wipes his hands on his trousers after he shakes hands with

this unsavoury character (89).

A harsh reminder of Abe's failure to use the positive aspects of technology without

allowing its comrpting influences to affect his family is the image of the old shack. An

emblem of all that Abe has had to sacrifice in order to achieve his goals, it stands "deserted

behind the mansion, a bit of an eyesore for Abe whenever he looked at his place from
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anylvherebut the road" (148). Abe is willing to tolerate the unpleasant sight of the old

house, a painful reminder of the fact that his new, "great house is useless" because the

"people left in it would have had ample room in the patchwork shack" (293). Abe's

imposing new house is in fact only marginally different from the decrepit old hut that

stands next to it. Both are empty and lifeless, for even though Abe's new house is, at least

for a time, full of people, its occupants are totally isolated from one another. Abe barely

talks to his children, hasn't the faintest idea of Frances's whereabouts or Marion's

acquaintances, and can only wonder what his wife does to keep herself busy all day (299).

The elation that overcomes Abe when the house is finally completed and lit up does

not last because no amount of success can make up for the deterioration of family life.

Indeed, Abe, Ruth, the children, and even the workmen burst into loud cheers when "every

window in the house, barns, granaries, pig-pens, and hen-house blazefs] forth" (146). But

eventually everyone drifts away: "The children grew sleepy, and Ruth took them to the old

house. There was nothing spectacular any longer" (147). Abe tries to relive his moment

of triumph a few days later when he takes a buggy to the edge of town and looks at the

"pool of light" that marks his homestead (147). The apparition seems to "form a dent in

the sky-line" (747) and the realisation that, however temporarily, Abe has successfully

altered the landscape and shaped the land according to his will makes this "the proudest

moment of his life" (147).

And yet this material success cannot undo or even mitigate the fact that he is a

complete stranger in his own home. Once he loses the battle against consolidation and

bitterly chooses to retrench, Abe tries to fìnd comfort in his family, the only thing he feels

he has left. Very quickly, however, he is forced to realise that he is isolated in his house
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and that no one shares his ambitions. Deeply hurt by the fact that Jim does not share his

dreams of agricultural success, he says, "'I've built this house and these bams to keep my

children on the farm. If you go, my work is for nothing. I have no pleasure in it myself

any longer'" (286). In another passage, Abe is uncharacteristically unworried by a flood

that has ravaged his neighbours' fields. He is troubled by a far more "oppressive" thought:

"he had worked and slaved: what for? [...] Soon he and Ruth would be alone, lost in that

struclure which, from behind the rustling wind-breaks, looked out over that prairie which it

had been built to dominate" (293-4). The completion of the house is a short-lived triumph.

In turn a compelling dream, Abe's very own omnipotent "creation" (742), and, finally,

isolated and empty, the house follows Abe as he struggles to make his dreams of wealth a

reality.

In the end, the house captures the settler's paradox: it begins to decline and decay the

moment it stands complete. Grove drives the point home when even Ruth, fretful and

anxious, questions the validity of her husband's toil. She, too, is "overwhelmed with the

feeling of the uselessness of [the] great house" (374). Elsewhere, echoing Abe's feelings,

she feels "desolate" and "oppressed" standing alone in the "huge, empty house" (328).

The house is at once the measure of Abe's achievement and the measure of his failure. He

is ultimately unable to retain control over the effects and influences of modemity, yet

another factor that eludes his tightly regulated system of patriarchal control.

Another symbol of modernity's undesirable influence is the flax craze that sweeps

the district, which Abe immediately dismisses as risky speculation. The rise of the price of

flax and the irrationality that ensues is related, significantly, in a chapter titled "The

Changing District." The narrator wisely identifies the boom as "a temporary,
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disproportionate, and unjustified rise in price" soon to be followed by a "corresponding

slump" (177). Grove makes an implicit connection between the flax craze and the effects

of World War I, which take their toll on the district and indirectly lead to consolidation of

the high school. There are references to Nicoll's eldest boy, Tom, who was "killed in

action," and the imminent return of young men from the front. The war coincides with the

fact that more and more children in Spalding District have or are about to reach high-

school age; as the narrator reminds us, "it was an ever-present problem what to do with or

for adolescent children" (178). The war affects the district and its patriarchs, who had

until now managed to maintain the illusion that Morley is independent, closed off from the

outside world, and unaffected by world events, must adapt:

Shilloe's and Nawosad's eldest boys had gone. Bill Stanley and the third

Nicoll boy, Stan, made no secret of it that, if they returned from the wars, they

had no intention of going back to the farm. And it was worse for the girls; for

opportunities to get married were lacking: with half the youth of the country

dead in Flanders or disabled at home, it seemed imperative that parents should

train their daughters to make a living of their own. (178)

The town decides that a central, consolidated high school is the solution to the "problem"

that adolescent children pose. Abe refuses to support consolidation because, in the words

of his cerebral brother-in-law, it releases impressionable adolescents "from patriarchal

homes into comparative freedom" (233) and exposes them, to Abe's horror, to

"objectionable language" (233), "the slang of the day" (234), and the "conveniences of an

advanced material civilization: post offìce, telephone, and so on" (234). He fears

technological advancements precisely because they threaten to lure his children away from
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the homestead and his watchful, protective gaze. The post office and telephones expose

young people, especially girls, to the outside world and shows them that there is much

more to life than milking cows and baking bread. Girls, Dr. Vanbruik wams Abe,

"conduct correspondences of which they keep their parents in ignorance. Over the

telephone, they speak to distant füends" (234).

Silent and inarticulate, Abe is conscious of but never can fully express the risks of

technological innovation. He embraces and retains those aspects of modemity that suit his

agricultural ambitions and tries to reject those that would comrpt his daughters or lure Jim

away from a future in farming. Abe decides to allow technology onto his homestead

because he sees it as a necessary evil: technological advancements are tools that will help

him achieve incomparable material success. But the patriarch continually struggles with

technology. Electricity, for instance, saves Abe a lot of time, but also demands constant

maintenance. Abe's irnpatient nature is at odds with the painstaking repairs required to fìx

the furnace or the washing machine. Irritating and soulless as machines may be, Abe

resolves to make do as long as they lead to prosperity. Grove sets up this problem early in

the novel, when Abe's farm has just begun to take shape. "Conquest of that landscape,"

Abe observes one afternoon, "depended on ways and means of speeding up work" (44):

What was the solution? There was only one: power-farming as it was called:

machinery would do the work of many horses and many men. But Abe liked

the response of living flesh and bone to the spoken word and hated the

unintelligent repetition of ununderstood [sic] activities which machines

demanded. (45)
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Abe's palpable disdain for technology does not keep him from concluding that "sooner or

later he must come to that; he would have to run the farm like a factory: that was the

modem trend" (45). Modernity is depressing but indispensable and it is the pioneer's lot

to try and strike a balance. As Robin Mathews writes, "the Canadian hero must be able to

build a community, to charurel ambition to communal ends, and to use all the

instrumentalities of modern technology without being dehumanized by them" (67).

Although Abe is proud of his thoroughly modern farm, he remains uneasy with the

changes that technology brings. A twinge of regret seems to creep into the narrator's long

description of the farming practices that have now been adopted on the Spalding

homestead, as if modernity has somehow contaminated the once pristine farm:

On Abe's place, hens laid eggs in winter; cows were milked by a machine. In

the west half of the new bam water was supplied to the animals by turning a

single tap which caused twenty drinking pails to fill. Manure was rinsed away

by a powerful jet of water and, in well-arranged drains, run into a concrete pit

where it was rotted by fermentation and, therefore, never froze. (149)

All this seems impressive but also a little unnatural. Abe expresses his uneasiness with

these changes by wondering if his modem devices are actually useful. They certainly save

labour, but not necessarily time: "there were more errands to run; there was more fixing to

do; annoying little jobs which, though he did not admit it, made Abe very impatient...

There was less labour, but there was more ill temper" (149-50). The narrator's use of the

passive voice further suggests that Abe is powerless before these changes. Technology

and machinery have robbed Abe of his precious control over the homestead. In this sense,
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technology shatters Abe's illusions of complete control. The farm runs itself, with or

without Abe.

Rendering Abe equally uneasy is the fact that all of his labour-saving machines

provide his wife and children with lots of leisure time, leaving them free to roam the house

and district unsupervised. Jim prefers to work in the city, Marion only comes home for the

holidays, and Frances spends her time with older, married men. The modern and efficient

house Abe has built is of no interest to his children. Abe never once stops to think that

they may want to spend their free time anywhere but in the house, or that Ruth has come to

see her home as her prison. He had naively hoped that the dishwasher and vacuum cleaner

would free up time for the family to spend together; instead, it is the very embodiment of

his success that hastens the breakdown of the family. This is an especially cruel blow to

Abe given that he spends his entire life working to attain "peace and moral support within

his own house" (257). Agricultural success and family harmony are completely at odds in

Fruits of the Earth, as well as in Grove's other two prairie novels. His protagonists can

only achieve one goal at a time: Abe's family disintegrates at the same rate as his wealth

increases and John Elliot's wife dies and children scatter at the exact time when he hoped

to "retire" happily among his large family. While this is certainly part of Grove's tragic

view of the prairie pioneer's fate, it also suggests that agricultural success comes at the

expense of everything else in the farmer's life. Technology is not the cause of negative

changes, as Grove would have us believe. Efficient and impersonal, it merely hastens the

speed at which the consequences of the patriarch's single-minded vision affect his family

and community.
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Closely tied to the uneasiness Abe feels toward technology and modernity is his

view of time. Abe measures his success by his current achievements, represented so

fittingly by the house, but also by their ability to last well into the future. Having children

is the way for the pioneering farmer to ensure continuity; Abe himself may die, but his

name and his hard work live on through his boys. But because Abe thinks of time as a

linear progression with a distinct beginning and a distinct end, success can only bring

disappointment and decline. The hope that his sons will take over the farm and thrive

mitigates this bleak view and validates his efforts. Thus Abe spends a lifetime hurtling

toward distant goals; once he achieves them and the house is fìnally built, he realises that

he has nothing left to work for. Even his family, which he tries to see as a source of

comfort, cannot provide satisfaction because its members have scattered and he and his

wife have drifted irremediably apart. Grove ties Abe's changing view of time, progress,

and decay to the house which, to Abe's horror, begins to crumble the moment it stands

complete. Abe's realisation that he is helpless before the passing of time is part of his

struggle with patriarchal control and fate.

From the moment he sets foot on his parcel of land, Abe sees time as a linear

progression that begins and ends with his existence and is only made meaningful by the

breadth of his achievements. His entire life builds toward a climax, the apex of which is

the long-awaited completion of the house and the triumphant lighting "ceremony," in

which the homestead is flooded with electricity. This act of creation, in which Abe shapes

the land according to his needs and desires, also allows him to feel as if he can live

independently of time and fate. His desire to supersede the passing of time results in a

misguided and inaccurate sense of temporality. At first, Abe's sole occupation is to
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achieve vast agricultural success as quickly as possible and build a house that will

accurately represent his wealth. Leaving his mark on the prairie is in this sense indubitable

proof of a worthwhile and productive existence. Since he views time as both unstoppable

and fleeting, his behaviour is motivated by an obsessive need to save as much time as

possible. Abe arrives in Morley with every intention of establishing himself quickly: "his

impulsive and impatient temperament made him desirous, above all, to get over that

interval of waiting without being too conscious of his wasting time" (13). Alighting on his

newly-purchased plot of land, he decides to plough until nightfall in order to get as much

work done as he possibly can. He also selects the land carefully, choosing it because it is

"capable of being tilled from line to line, without waste areas" (20). Abe has no time to

waste on aesthetic appreciation of the surrounding landscape, nor does he see value in

things that require contemplation, such as poetry (17). Initially, Abe reads only

agricultural joumals for their contribution to his knowledge of farming and refuses to

engage in intellectual discussions with his pensive neighbour, Nicoll. He is a materialist

and feels "uncomfortable when facing fundamentals" (43).

In addition to a desire to free himself from temporal constraints, Abe is greedily

devoted to wealth. Like many patriarchs depicted in prairie realist novels of the early

twentieth century, Abe's love of money is tied to a need for control. He keeps a close eye

on his bank balance and accounts for every penny spent because the one thing he can

control without a doubt, besides farm work, is money. It is his possession and has no life

of its own. But unlike Martha Ostenso's Caleb Gare (Wild Geese), who jealously hoards

money and refuses to provide his family with even the bare necessities, Abe accumulates

wealth with the genuine intent of spending it all on his family when the right time comes.
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He sincerely believes that his hard work will eventually benefit his family and plans to

enjoy it all later. Abe's rationalisation of his behaviour shows that he lives entirely for the

future, so much so that he fools himself into thinking that he can put the present on hold

while he pursues his goals: "The 'kids' were still small; he would take them in hand later;

let him build up that farm fìrst, an empire, ever growing in his plans" (51). Even Charlie's

death is not enough to teach him that it is necessary for him to occasionally leave the fields

behind and enter the house that he has built, after all, for that very purpose. Abe's

misguided view of time leads him to believe that he can catch up to it once his work is

finally finished. His family and neighbours come to mind only "to the extent that they

might contribute to the realization of his dream" (Ricou 59).

Because of this, Abe is obsessed with quantifuing his achievements and keeping

track of time. He struggles with Frances's whereabouts, for example, and the way in

which he handles the knowledge that she has been skipping school illustrates his

problematic understanding of time. Abe's distant neighbour, Simpson, informs him that

on the first day of June he saw Frances "in the cab of the ftrain] engine, sitting on the

knees of the engineer" (236). Abe promptly obtains a list of the days on which Frances

was absent from school and is puzzled by the results: she missed June 3'd and was

presumably at home on Saturday, June 1't, the day she was seen on the train (237). Abe's

temporal confusion grows when he confronts his twin sister Mury, with whom Frances

boards, and leams that one absence was real, the other fabricated. Bewildered by

Frances's immoral behaviour, her "callous, sullen, defiant" demeanour (281), and his own

inability to keep her in check (231), Abe reverts to the comfort of material evidence. Yet

Abe's reconstruction of events gets hopelessly muddled:
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"On fthe last Friday in May] Frances left here as if she were going to

school but did not tum up there."

There was the slightest pause before Frances said, "I never!"

"Be careful," Abe threatened, "I've witnesses to prove what I say." [...]

"Just a moment, Abe," Mary said. "The train leaves at nine-ten. It gets

to Somerville at ten-twenty. There's no way of coming back till three-forfy-

five the next day."

"She was seen."

"What is the date?" Mary asked again, reaching for a calendar.

Abe hesitated. "That is the one point on which I am not sure. 31't May

or 3td June." [...]

Frances dabbed her eyes with a handkerchief. "Don't you remember,

auntie? I went to school in the afternoon and then home." [...]

"According to the register you were in school that day."

At last Frances said, "Mistakes will occur." (238)

The phrase "mistakes will occur" is repeated as Abe goes from one source to another,

checking and double-checking his evidence. The fact that his daughter was seen--by a

male witness, no less--proves beyond a doubt that she was on the train on June 1't,

regardless of what the school register says. Abe does not question the fallibility of sense

perception: his neighbour sa\¡/ Frances with his own eyes and therefore cannot be wrong.

Startled by the discrepancy between recorded and perceived fact, Abe goes to the bank to

confirm that Simpson renewed his bank note on June 1't, the same day that he saw his

daughter, verifies the freight train schedules, and ultimately comes to the conciusion that
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"the evidence [is] hopelessly confused" (240). Abe cannot see cause and effect clearly and

has trouble deciphering time when it is not plainly laid out for him as he conceives of it,

simply and linearly. Abe understands only that which he can control: farming operations,

family members, money; other, more conceptual things elude him entirely.

The scenario recurs when Marion's beau comes to visit. Out in the fields with Jim,

Abe scans the horizon out of habit and spots Harrison's car winding its way toward the

farm. Accustomed to the view, Abe knows exactly what goes on in the fields and on the

roads, but has absolutely no idea who the car's occupants may be. Ironically, he also has

no idea what goes on in his own home. Jim laughs at his clueless father's question,

"''Who's Harrison?"' (243). The short scene is extremely revealing in its contrast of Abe's

incomparable knowledge of the land and hawk-eyed omniscience with his inept handling

of interpersonal relations. In short, Abe cultivates the land better than he does meaningful

family relationships. His error, the text suggests, is his prioritisation of work over family

and conviction that the lives of his wife and children are somehow put on hold when he is

busy in the fields. Abe's inability to monitor Frances's movement on the homestead and

around the district suggests that his patriarchal control is fallible. Instead of understanding

this and altering his view of time, Abe clings to it. He stubbornly rationalises his neglect

as benevolent concem for and devotion to his family's well-being and continues to devote

himself entirely to his goals, stubbomly holding fast to his misguided view of time.

Similarly, Abe is uncomfortable with manifestations of decay because they represent

yet another reminder that his patriarchal control is limited and imperfect. Grove positions

his protagonist against decay precisely because he wants to show that the patriarch must

accept decay as a natural process and turn his attention to his family and community. Abe
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does not begin to see this until the novel's very end, where he regains control of Spalding

District; until then, he plans to absorb all signs of decay into his own holdings. He tells

Nicoll, "'l'll buy out every no-account fellow who settles next to me. Rather than let his

claim revert to weeds which could be a menace to me" (39).

Later, once Abe comes to understand that he has squandered years of his life by

living exclusively for the future, the sight of decay hits him full force:

He would stand at the corner of his huge house and look closely at the brick

and mortar. It was five years since the house had been built... Yet already

little sand grains...were crumbling away; already the edges of the bricks were

being rounded by a process of weathering... The moment a work of man was

finished, nature set to work to take it down again. (168)

At this precise moment, Abe understands the unstoppable power of decay. Yet his

newfound understanding causes his significant anxiety, which he seeks to negate by

retrenching and desperately trying to spend time with his family before they drift apart

(167). Though he admits that decay is inevitable, Abe still feels that time rushes by and,

because it stops for no one, he must continually catch up to it. Because his farm will "age

and decay and die" (168), Abe reduces the scope of his work: "for whom should he go on

working on that large scale [...]? He would retrench" (167). Abe does not alter his stance

on time but retreats from the political and social world altogether, thinking that isolation

will keep time from affecting his family's disintegration and his physical achievements on

the farm.

Abe continues to be confronted by decay and continues to be scared by its most

striking manifestation, death and old age, as embodied by the elderly schoolteacher Mr.
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Blaine. Arriving in Morley at the ripe age of seventy, the old man fascinates and repels

Abe: "Mr. Blaine was small and slender, with a head disproportionately large for his body,

and a sandy beard streaked with grey disproportionately large for his head" (67). Years

later, Grove's protagonist is struck by Blaine's speaking voice, a "childish treble," and

realises "with a shock" how much he has aged (254). He notices that Blaine, now retired,

has lost his vitality and simply looks old: "He looked shrunk; his limbs were like thin rods

housed in his clothes. His hoary beard, white as snow, seemed the only part of his body

undiminished in size. His step was uncertain" (254-5). Blaine does not express any

discomfort or anxiety over his frail state, however. Though somewhat senile, he feels fine.

He proudly tells Abe that he is "fe]ighty years and sixty-three days. And sound as a

dollar" (255). Abe is "painfully impressed" (255) by Blaine's unsteady state, both mental

and physical, and fears one day being in a similar position: "The decay of human faculties

impressed him as part of the human tragedy inherent in the fundamental conditions of

man's life on earth. That was a thing ever present now...having lived, we must die" (256).

Abe's preoccupation with death confirms Grove's interest in "the never-ending process of

decay and regeneration, of death and life" (Dewar 223). The reader is aware of Abe's

inability to halt the natural processes of death and decay even as Abe himself fools himself

into thinking that he can control such unstoppable forces.

Powerless before time and decay, Abe compensates by trying to ignore that which he

cannot control. When Nicoll brings up the subject of death by asking simply, "strange

thing, death, isn't it?" Abe responds, "Best not to inquire, I guess" (43). He devotes his

entire life to the material world, avoiding spiritual and philosophical questions altogether.

His singular aim in life is "to be the most successful farmer of a district yet to be created"
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(43) and nothing else. Death is simply too distracting a concept to consider, especially

since it can occur at any time, is unplanned, and cannot be prevented. Disquieted, Abe

finds comfort in the stability and consistency of the land. Unlike philosophical problems,

the land offers a"'clear proposition,'unimpeded bybluffs of trees or irregularities in the

conformation of the ground; the trees he wanted he had planted where he wanted them"

(44). Nicoll's questions bring out "something uncanny" (44) in the landscape that makes

Abe uneasy, as if his neighbour has access to ideas and notions that he, the materialist

farmer, cannot possibly comprehend. Nicoll seems the "true son of the prairie" by virtue

of the fact that he even contemplates death. Unsettled, Abe realises that he is "a mere

interloper," paying no attention to "the utterance of that very landscape" (44) from which

he wants to extract as much as possible. As he always does, Abe reverts to his

deterministic beliefs, shrugging his shoulders helplessly: "'What of it? Suppose we come

from nothing and go to nothing? While I'm here, what difference does it make?"' (44).

The very thought of decay and death makes him uncomfortable because they force him to

recognise that what he seeks, an everlasting legacy in the shape of the large prairie

mansion, is impossible and impermanent.

The patriarch's ambivalent and apprehensive view of technology and modern

change is tied to generational change, a problem that repeatedly plagues Grove's middle-

aged prairie patriarchs. His pioneers devote their entire lives to making sense out of the

chaos that is the wild prairie landscape in order to ensure a future for their families. Time

and again, however, the patriarch is forced to realise that his grown children prefer the city

to rural life and have no interest in carrying on the family legacy. Abe Spalding and Our

Daily Bread's John Elliot both perceive this deparlure from the agricultural way of life as
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a rejection of their dreams and, implicitly, of their validity. By refusing to take up their

father's ambitions and continue his work, Abe's children undermine his efforts and force

him to re-examine the utility of a life spent labouring in the fields. Abe is baffled by what

his children force him to contemplate: "What is it all for?" (Grove 54). His son's desire

for independence and his daughters' maturation shock him out of the comforting,

uncomplicated material world and compel him to consider the fact that, in his wife Ruth's

words, he is not his own master (62). His children possess dreams and ambitions of their

own and no amount of gentle persuasion or convincing will keep them from leaving their

father's house.

Like John Elliot, Abe knows that his children are more than mere copies of himself

yet he is continually surprised by their different personalities and independence of thought.

Ironically, Abe once possessed that same desire for autonomy which he is saddened to find

in his children, especially in his youngest son Jim. He, too, chose to seek out a new

"country which would give scope to the powers within him" (19) rather than simply take

over his parents' farms. The difference between father and son, however, is continuity:

Abe may have left the Spalding family home in Ontario, but he did so with every intention

of becoming a farmer like his father. He purchased an empty plot of land in Manitoba

because he "needed a country that would give scope to the powers within him" (19). It

takes Abe a very long time to see that his children feel the same need to start out on their

own, and Jim's decision to become a mechanic rather than a farmer makes it all the more

difficult. Abe is insulted by his son's dislike of "the dust and the dirt" of farming but is

deeply moved by his explanation: "'If I cared for a famr,"' Jim tells his father, "'I'd take

up a homestead myself, to build a place of my own"' (257). Abe realises that "[t]hat was
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the way he had felt himself' (287). So while Jim rejects his father's ambitions, Abe

manages to find some comfort in the fact that he recognises himself in his son. If they

cannot share an interest in the farm, Abe reasons, at least they can share the same desire

for independence and selÊsuffi ciency.

Abe feels a similar sense of continuity with his eldest son Charlie, who is fascinated

by his father's work. Abe has a deeper coruiection with Charlie than with any of his other

children and starts preparing him to take over the farm at an early age. The depth of their

connection is illustrated by Charlie's ability to draw Abe out of his tendency to drown his

worries in work. Fearing that unexpected rains will ruin the crop that would otherwise

bring him unprecedented wealth, Abe spends hours obsessively "stalking along the

margins of his enornous ftelds," inspecting the fields (111). Somehow sensing his

father's unease, Charlie unexpectedly joins "that man who [is] almost a stranger to him,"

quietly taking his hand and walking with him "as though he respected his worries" (111-

2). He distracts Abe from his constant fretting by suggesting that they search for a

vesper's nest; the boy literally pulls Abe away from the fields and into the wild prairie

grasses (112).

Flattered by the boy's attention and curious to enter the "mysterious realms of

childhood" (113), Abe lets himself be led along the trail. He is heartened by his son's

ability to marvel at nature and experiences, seemingly for the first time, simple happiness.

"He was making this child huppy," Abe thinks, and that is enough to make him "happy in

turn" (114). The "magic" hour spent with his son redeems "the workaday week" and

makes Abe realise that he has never before stopped to enjoy his family (114). Although

Abe learns, if only for a brief moment, how to enjoy himself without worrying about the
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future, he also wants to take advantage of his connection with Charlie. He is possessive of

the boy and senses that their unexpected closeness represents an opportunity for him to "tie

him to his heart by a bond" (114). Abe feels that this is a perfectly natural thing to do

because he sees himself in Charlie, as he does in Jim: "The boy was himself re-arisen;

finer, slenderer, more delicate, more exquisitely tempered" (114). He represents

continuity and guarantees that the homestead and the Elliot name will live on. It is for this

very reason that Abe approves of Charlie's "existence" and resolves to keep him by his

side. Through Charlie, Abe is able to maintain his illusory control over time and

generational change.

As in a similar scene in Settlers of the Marsh, in which Niels Lindstedt and Ellen

Amundsen escape into the peaceful bush in a rainstorm, Grove underscores the moment of

communion between father and son by placing the two in an idyllic setting. Charlie's

ecstasy at finding the bird's nest is intemrpted by "a heavy drop of rain" (114). Instead of

ruining the perfect moment, however, the rain heightens it. Trying to protect Charlie's

fragile health, Abe guides him toward "the remnant of a haystack" that stands in the

"comer of the wild land" (1 15). The haystack protects father and son from the "squall"

(115) and removes them from the complicated external world. The "pocket of calm" in

which they find themselves gives them "a delicious feeling of being saved" and isolates

them (115). The moment allows Abe to achieve what it is he longs for and what he fails to

establish with Jim and, later, with his daughters: an unbreakable bond with his son, a

connection that will keep him on the farm. A few days later, when Charlie comes to him

asking how children are made, Abe resolves to face the awkward moment honestly. He
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does so with the intention of making "a bid for the child's absolute and utter confidence"

(118) and cementing their new intimacy.

Abe's desire for continuity between generations and the perpetuation of his legacy is

so strong that it ultimately destroys everything else. Abe decides that Charlie is old

enough, at eleven, to be initiated "into the work of the farm" (151). He takes the boy to

town with him every Saturday as well as into the fìelds, letting him drive the buggy (151).

Short a man or two during threshing, Abe tells Charlie to take a load of hay to town on his

own. He gives his son detailed instructions and sends him on his way; two hours later,

Abe learns that his son has died in an accident on the road. Abe is stunned by the sight of

the "motionless body" that "lays between the wheels;" he feels, sees, hears nothing (159).

Even the experienced Dr. Vanbruik, Abe's brother-in-law, averts his gaze as he applies his

stethoscope to the child's "discoloured" chest (159). The narrator later informs us that

Charlie's wagon hit a bump on the wom-down culvert which he was crossing. The horses

anticipated the uneven bridge and took the incline at a bound but Charlie, unprepared and

inexperienced, was "thrown up into the air" and fell between the horses and the wagon

(161). The wagon wheels pass "over Charlie's body just below the ribs" and kill him

instantly (161).

The signif,rcance of the image of the son being killed by his father's wagon cannot be

overlooked. Charlie's death is literally the result of Abe's dogged pursuit of his goals and

inability to consider the consequences until it is too late. Grove is not overly critical of his

protagonist, emphasising Abe's grief at his son's death rather than his responsibility in the

matter. After seeing Charlie's body for himself, Abe staggers through the ditch and

collapses, dazedand overcome by guilt, on the open prairie (160). Although critics have
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often focussed on the daughter's oppression within the patriarch's all-consuming vision,

Charlie's death makes it clear that sons also suffer from the pressure placed on them by

their fathers' dreams. They too can become, as E.D. Blodgett argues, "sacrificial victims"

(92). In fact, Charlie's death is almost necessary to Abe's eventual reform. His mistakes

and misjudgements (in this case, his eagerness to turn Charlie into a farmer and his

overestimation of the boy's abilities) must be redeemed by the sacrifice of his favourite

son (Harrison 100). Stunned by Charlie's death, Abe considers giving everything up,

moving to town, and even withdrawing from his public duties (165). The loss of his heir-

apparent is debilitating, but instead of recognising the inadequacy of his reactions, Abe

blindly throws himself into work. He chooses to grieve alone in the fields rather than in

the house, with his wife and remaining children. Abe's reaction to Charlie's death reminds

us of all that Abe had invested in the boy. Part of Abe's dreams die with Charlie because

his very existence ensured their continuity and potential for fulfillment.

Unlike Charlie and Jim, Abe's adolescent daughters, Marion and Frances, do not

represent the future. Yet the girls are an important part of their father's success, especially

as they get older. Abe is proud of his "exceptionally pretty" (142) daughters primarily

because they, much like the house, are indicators of his success and advertise it to the rest

of the district. There "is almost a feudal aspect to the peasant feelings of the ffarmer] for

his own parcel of land," and such a man treats his daughters "as mere chattels" (McKeruia

1 12). Even though they are thought to be expendable and of secondary importance, Abe's

daughters are as tied to the land and his success as Charlie and Jim. Abe becomes even

more possessive of Marion and Frances once he discovers, after ignoring them for years,

that they have become strangers to whom he has absolutely no access. Triggering this
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sudden recognition is the girls' mysterious and mystifying transformation from children to

young women. This theme recurs throughout Grove's prairie novels and is suggestive of

the author's discomfot with the liminal space that adolescent girls occupy. They are

unmarried, sexually available, and have not yet turned into the "passive, obedient,

hardworking t...] breeder of large families" that Lorraine McMullen argues is the typical

pioneer's wife (67). iii

Accordingly, the novel does not provide the reader with very many opportunities to

understand Marion or Frances. They are only included in the narrative when they are of

use to Abe or affect his goals. The narrator frequently records exchanges between Abe

and Jim, allowing the boy to express his thoughts throughout the novel, and Abe's idyllic

search for a bird's nest with Charlie tells us more about his son's character and personality

than any other passage in the novel. In contrast, we get used to seeing Marion silently

"stitching a silky piece of lingerie," "her usual occupation when at home," and Frances

melodramatically heaving great sighs in anticipation of the weekend (230). Marion and

Frances are silent fìgures who only become important to Abe once they shatter his illusion

of complete control: Marion gets engaged without her father knowing and almost manages

to elope, while Frances openly rebels against Abe's patriarchal authority by entertaining a

sordid affair with a married man and becoming pregnant with his child.

Abe indeed views his daughters as his possessions and he only begins to really

notice them when they turn into adults. He is shocked to discover, for instance, that during

her studies in town Marion has turned into a beautiful and desirable young woman. Grove

spends several paragraphs detailing her physical appearance. We follow Abe's gaze ashe

scans her from head to toe with perplexed jealousy:
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It was the first time he saw her with her hair done up: beautiful hair, the dark

brown of her mother's when young, with golden tints in reflected light. Her

face showed that bony, thin-fleshed grace which had been Charlie's. Her

body, tall and slender - the opposite of Frances's build - yet fully developed,

held a note new to him in attitude and expression. (191)

Abe notices everything in the sixteen-year-old girl, from the open neckline and wide,

transparent sleeves of her dress (191) to the "velvet bloom" of her complexion (192). Abe

is particularly puzzled by Marion's dark skin and ruddy cheeks, which he recognises in

Jim but not himself or Ruth. "Where in the world did these two get their complexions?"

he wonders (192). Although Abe understands that his children are not carbon copies of

their parents, he is nevertheless baffled by Marion's appearance. He consciously describes

her as a "strange young woman" (191) but insists on identifying his other children's traits

in her anryay, as if to mitigate the changes. In Marion he sees (or tries to see) Charlie's

face, Ruth's hair, and Jim's skin so as to retain some sense of ownership over her.

It is as if Abe thinks that isolating the physical features that make her a Spalding will

keep her by his side forever. Abe knows that Marion can be taken away from him at any

moment. Her imminent departure worries Abe because it challenges not only the

homestead's boundaries and his patriarchal control, but threatens to negate all of his hard

work as well. Abe's fundamental goal is to build "a mansion dominating an extensive

holding of land" (20), but only if his sons will "take it up where [he] must leave it" (253).

Already troubled by Charlie's death and hurt by Jim's refusal to take over the farm, Abe

sees the loss of his eldest daughter as another blow to his already fledgling patriarchal

authority. He sees no point in building an imposing house and acquiring hundreds of acres
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of land if his children will simply sell their inheritance for profit, but it is too late--those

goals have already been accomplished. Marion's transformation from child in need of

protection to mature young woman brings Abe closer to his children's inevitable departure,

the slow emptying of the house, and the dreaded recognition that his work has been futile.

Yet the effects of Marion's marriage and her defiance are easily recuperated into the

novel's implicit support of patriarchal control and authority. Wholly unprepared for

Marion's engagement to Harrison and angry that everyone else was already aware of it,

Abe refuses to allow his daughter to marry before she is eighteen. Abe is the one who, in

Lynda Boose's words, "controls the exogamous exchange of women" ("The Father's

House" 19). He feels it is his patriarchal duty to instruct his daughter and check her

impulses: "nature plays human beings a scurvy trick," and it is "he, the father, who must

counterbalance it" (247). Grove presents Abe as a moral figure who must control the

younger generation's sexual desire. He knows from his own experience with Ruth that

attraction to a "face and a figure rather than a mind or a soul" ( 16) dooms a marriage from

the very beginning. Fundamentally, though, Abe feels slighted. Underneath the paternal

concern and the self-righteous conviction that the "responsibility" to arrange Marion's

marriage and control her future "rest[s] with him" (248), Abe is jealous. He recognises

that Harrison seems "desirable enough. Perhaps he was as eligible a husband for the girl

as he, her father, could have picked" (248). Grove's clumsy use of pronouns emphasises

Abe's jealousy. It is diffrcult to determine whether the "he" that designates Marion's

future husband refers to Abe or the girl's fiancé. Speaking in the third person and referring

to himself as "her father," Abe safely distances himself both from the sexual jealousy he

feels toward Harrison and the sexual possessiveness he feels for Marion.
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Abe wants his daughters, his "girls," all to himself; if he must lose them to another

man, he wants the liberty of choosing their mates himself. After denying Marion his

blessing, Abe decides to surprise her with his consent on Christmas Day. All morning he

fretfully awaits Harrison's arrival, fearing that he will not come because of a sudden

blizzard. Entering the house, Abe answers shouts of "Merry Christmas!" Iike "the beloved

head of a family, giver of all good gifts to them" (261). Moments later, out in the middle

of the snowstorm, Abe finds himself completely isolated, "shut off from all the

entanglements of contact with a turbulent world" (263). His decision to bestow his

blessing on his daughter is tied to his desire for total control and self-contained sufficiency.

Abe feels safest knowing that "no matter what might happen in the outer world," his farm

is "a world in itself which would endure while he lasted" (263). Preventing his daughter's

elopement is a way for Abe to reassert his authority and regain control of her future.

Laying a large hand on Marion's slender arm, he sententiously declares, "'This will not

do"' (271). He allows her to marry, but on the condition that the wedding be held on the

Spalding homestead. Abe emphasises his control over his daughter by tying her, even in

marriage, to his house.

Abe's loss of a daughter is "psychologically mitigated" by his benevolent decision;

his perceived defeat by a rival male is turned into a public ritual that redefines the transfer

of the daughter as the "father's magnanimous gift" (Boose 32). Abe's patriarchal authority

remains intact because, within this "fiction," fathers "decree and then enact this severance

by giving them away" (Boose 32). By controlling the transaction through which he loses a

daughter, the father circumvents her ability to choose another man over him (Boose 31).

Abe maintains control over the situation and denies Marion his blessings in order to retain,
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in Boose's words, the "vestiges of his primary claim" (31) and reassert his patriarchal

authority. Abe's ideal outcome, in which his daughters never leave the homestead and his

sons unhesitatingly adopt his ambitions, is impossible. Orchestrating Marion's departure

allows Abe to defer the painful recognition that his children will one by one vacate the

large prairie mansion that he has sacrificed so much to build.

While Marion's maturation and eventual marnage is treated as an important but

inevitable change with which Abe must reluctantly come to terms, Frances's is presented

in an entirely different and far more negative light. Unlike Marion, who is delicate,

ladylike, and appropriately feminine, Frances is vain, overly dramatic, and hypersexual.

Abe begins to suspect that she will be trouble from the moment he reads her essay on the

consolidated high school. Her complaints are actually quite reasonable: she dislikes the

long ride to the single high school in the district, the crowded, stuffy van, and the driver's

"impertinent jokes" (231). Abe agrees with his daughter and originally opposes

consolidation on the very same grounds as his daughter. He fears, like Dr. Vanbruik, that

it will lead to "moral degeneracy" and "the coarsening of a whole generation" (235).

Exposing young people to the world that exists outside their wholesome homesteads

allows them to escape their parents' watchful gaze and indulge in the pleasures of

modemity. Abe fears that granting adolescents access to the city, even the comparatively

quiet rural town, will awaken their desire for freedom and independence. The

"coarsening" and "degeneracy" that Abe so dreads signifies, in his mind, the

disappearance of the agricultural way of life and its core values: order and stability, self-

sufficiency and, in the words of his pioneering counterpart John Elliot, contentment with

earning one's daily bread (Bread 217).
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Abe is right to be concemed, the novel suggests: he admires his daughter's defìance

but is also unnerved by her audacity. The essay is "a shattering revelation of the character

of the girl. That she was precocious he had known; children were precocious these days.

But she was advanced in a way he could not have defined" (231-2). Frances's reaction to

Harrison's first visit proves Abe right. The narrator notices "a watchful expressiorì" on

Frances's "precociously saucy face" (243) as she meets Marion's lover. Abe is startled by

the expression in Frances's eyes: "a luring, greedy, jealous smile" (244). For Abe,

Frances's "precociousness" equally signifies sexual desire and a potential for shameless

rebellion. He is all the more shocked to find that his youngest daughter barely tries to

conceal it.

The text proves him correct in this assumption by contrasting Frances's unseemly

behaviour with Marion's propriety. Unlike Frances, who lacks the presence of mind to

disguise her sexual jealousy, the affection that Marion displays for Harrison is clearly

chaste. She feels love, not lust, whenever she catches her lover's eye:

a radiance rose into her smile which was invariably followed by the glow of a

blush. Again little bursts of laughter broke from her lips, revealing strong

ivory teeth. Unconscious of the fact that she betrayed her whole heart, she

yielded, body and soul, to a power that swayed her as the wind sways a tree, its

leaves flashing silvery undersides. (244)

The narrator describes Marion as she unconsciously betrays her feelings in a distinctly

romantic and sentimental way. Although Abe is so bothered by the changes that have

overcome his daughter that they disturb "the flow of his moods" (245), it is clear that the

couple's love is natural and desirable. If daughters are to leave their fathers and marry,
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Grove suggests, this is the way it should happen. Unlike Marion, whose relationship with

Harrison is continuous with the patriarchal model, Frances disrupts and threatens it.

Marion's marriage, even her attempt to elope, depends on Abe's blessing. Frances, on the

other hand, has no use for her father's approval and repeatedly defies his authority by

riding in cars with older men and sullenly withholding information when she is caught.

In Frances we see a recurring conceit in prairie fiction: the adolescent girl who

threatens the patriarch's authority and represents a catalyst for change. But unlike Judith

Gare in Martha Ostenso's Wild Geese or Ellen Amundsen in Settlers of the Marsh, Frances

is not a sympathetic character and the change that she brings about is to be interpreted as

utterly undesirable. Judith bravely defies her tyrannical father and Ellen rejects all that her

selfish, miserly father stands for, but the novel makes it clear that Frances is not to be

admired. Her involvement with the train conductor and her affair with Jim McCrae, Abe's

hired man, both stand in contrast to Marion's comparatively mild attempt to elope, which

is at least based on ideals of romantic love. Frances is also a foil to Abe; like Charlie's

death, her behaviour is intended to shake him into reclaiming his authority over family and

community. As D.J. Dooley suggests, Frances's illegitimate pregnancy stirs Abe into

action: "the hero is faced with a moral choice" to "resume the moral leadership of the

community" and root out moral anarchy (21-2). Her behaviour, representative of the

moral degeneracy that took hold of the district after he retrenched following Charlie's

death, tests Abe and challenges his authority. He is shaken out of his isolation and thrust

into the public sphere to enforce his patriarchal authority over the district that bears his

name.
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This is the fate that awaits Grove's patriarchs, especially Abe Spalding and John

Elliot. Generational change is inevitable and is even a consequence of the settler's

success. It is his embrace of technology, however reluctant, that exposes his children to

the bustle of the city and the allure of modernity. Indeed, the tragedy of Abe's existence is

that he spends a lifetime working to build a legacy for children who want nothing more

than to leave the farm behind and escape to the city. Charlie's death, Jim's decision to

become a mechanic, and Marion and Frances's preference of other men over their

possessive father negates every ounce of his hard work. The house, the seat of Abe's

patnarchal control, is destined to empty as his goals are one by one achieved. Abe's

financial and agricultural success therefore comes at a cost, interfering with his ability to

keep him safe on the farm and monitor his daughters as their social mobility,

representative of Abe's success, takes them away from the house and out of his vision.

His patriarchal ambitions, his desire for control, and his struggle with technology,

temporality, and generational change are all represented by the large, empty house that his

children eventually leave behind.
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Chapter III: Our Daily Bread

In Our Daily Bread, as in Fruits of the Earth, the large house that the pioneer erects

on the prairie is a symbol not only of his achievement, but of all that he has neglected in

order to reach his goals. Nowhere in Grove's three prairie-realist novels is the house

employed so clearly as a symbol of the patriarch's ambitions and subsequent decline as it

is in Our Daily Bread. The death of Elliot's adored wife Martha, who held all the power

and kept the family together, triggers what he laconically calls an "exodus" (229). Elliot's

nine children scatter all over the province and, to his horror, are either utterly incompetent

farmers or reject farming altogether. Their lives, which Elliot perceives as failures,

undermine his hard work and counter any sense of satisfaction with a successful and

productive life. It also makes him painfully aware of the fact that time waits for no one.

His life has passed him by, hence the desperation with which he clings to the comforting

vision of reuniting his children in the family home. It is the only thing that can provide

comfort once he understands that his patriarchal control is limited. Through Elliot's

dogged pursuit of familial harmony, Grove explores his patriarch's difficult relationship

with generational change, time, and death. Relying on the central image of the empty,

slowly decaying house, Grove examines the negative effects of patriarchal control and its

difficult, uncomfortable relationship to change. Grove's treatment of these themes also

points to the underlying modernity of his realism and the complexity of the prairie realist

genre as a whole.

Generational change, already a recurring theme in Grove's work, affects the

protagonist of Our Daily Bread particularly deeply. Unlike Settlers of the Marsh, which
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features a young and idealistic patriarch-in-the-making, or Fruits of the Earth, which

focuses on the middle-aged Abe Spalding's pursuit of success, Our Daily Bread opens

with a patriarch who has accomplished all of his goals. Elliot's original dream, to raise "a

large family honourably" (6), has succeeded; it is "slowly but imperceptibly" replaced "by

a new one: that of seeing his children settled about him as the patriarchs of Israel were

settled about their fathers" (7). He is stunned to realise that the ideal future he had planned

is completely at odds with reality. The "real world of the old man," as John Moss puts it,

"is not the real world of his children" (201). Instead of unquestioningly adopting his

ideals, as Elliot did his father's (12), the Elliot children are fully independent and decide to

strike out on their own. Even the ones who become farmers adhere to values that are very

different from their father's. They live on credit and indulge in every whim even when

they cannot afford to do so. His eldest son John, for instance, refuses to borrow horses and

machinery from his father when he starts his own farm, seeking autonomy even if it comes

at the expense of financial independence. Such is the case with each of his children: the

girls marry lazy, uneducated, or dishonest men, while the boys think themselves rich even

as they fall deeper into debt. Elliot disapproves of their decisions but fails to correct their

behaviour, convinced that "the younger generation" simply will "not listen" (79).

Obsessed by the notion of continuit¡ Elliot is convinced that he lives on through his

children. They validate his hard work and give meaning to his life by embodying the

legacy that he has built on the prairie. He is dimly aware of the potential for rebellion and

change in his children but is not forced to realise it until his wife dies and the family

scatters. The narrator tells us that the pragmatic Elliot always planned to have a large

family: "'!Vhen, thirty years ago, before going west, he had wooed and won that woman of
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\ryomen, his wife, he had done so with one single object in view: that of securing to himself

the mother of his children" (6). Reminiscent of Niels Lindstedt's goals, finding a mate

with whom to procreate and fill his house is essential to Elliot's patriarchal ambitions.

Exactly like Niels, Elliot knows that children root him permanently in the soil. This is

especially the case because he views children as "a re-birth, a recreation of himself' (9).

In his children, he believes, "his ideas and ideals would be multiplied; they would convert

that of his dreams into reality which he himself might fall short of realising to the full" (9-

10). Children are"a means of multiplying his own personality" (10). Forced to realise,

after discussions with Martha, that she also expects her children to be replicas of herself

(10), Elliot compromises and concludes that "his children must necessarily be a compound

of the two parent natures" (11).

As his children grow up, however, Elliot is even more surprised to find that they

become "less and less a continuation of himself; less and less even of a blending of the

parent natures" (12). Elliot is deeply perturbed by this new realisation. He struggles to

explain the phenomenon to himself:

In each of them a third thing had appeared, their individual being, with

inclinations and desires which seemed to be without a derivation from himself

or his wife: and the strangest thing about it was that these new individual

natures differed in each single one of his children. Whence were they? This

was the mostpuzzling thing of all: a thing to which he always reverted. (12)

Preoccupied with the notion of continuity, Elliot cannot understand why his children are so

independent. It is no coincidence that this obsession is linked with Elliot's own identity

and, more broadly, his life's work: Grove ties Elliot's failure to anticipate and understand
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his children's individuality to his potentially flawed or misguided conception of "the very

life work and task of his very existence" (12). Having misjudged the variety and range of

his children's personalities, Elliot fears he has also misunderstood his own purpose in life.

Proud of the "preponderance" of "brain over impulse," Elliot is now forced to recognise

his own lack of insight and intuition.

Although he continues to be saddened and bewildered by his children, who become

more like strangers every day, Elliot tries to accept that they are different from him. This

is not to say, however, that he gains tremendous insight. He abandons all attempts at

correction or reprimand, sinking instead into silence, bitterness, and passivity. He may see

them "with new eyes," but they remain mere strangers whom he observes with the

"curiosity" of a "spectator" (134). Unlike Abe Spalding, who has the capacity to

intuitively anticipate events and consequences, Elliot seems to lack all foresight. He fails

to choose an appropriate husband for his third-oldest daughter, Mary, and seems to

immediately give up once he recognises his failure. His selection of Fred Sately, a teacher

and aspiring merchant, for Mary upsets a natural balance in the Elliot home. Gladys, the

eldest daughter, marries next, followed by four others.

Elliot does not seem to recognise that benevolently allowing his daughters to marry

and even welcoming their fiancés into his home gives them permission to leave. To his

credit, Elliot at least understands that his children will all one day leave the family farm.

His error, the text suggests, is that he lets this happen without opposition. He is too

passive and not enough like Abe, who dictates the conditions of his eldest daughter's

wedding in an effort to retain a measure of control over her departure. As much as Elliot

bemoans his children's incompetence, the narrator never fails to remind us of his
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responsibility in the matter. Gladys is stuck in an unhappy marriage, for example, because

her father consciously let her go down "a path not chosen by him" (9). Similarl¡ he

encouraged Mary and Fred's match despite his wife's disapproval and, worse, made his

decision too rashly. Recalling the circumstances of the marriage, Elliot remembers feeling

"as if he were asked to assume a responsibility without being fully acquainted with a new

factor on which the issues depended" (9).

Rather than accept responsibility for his mistake and try to avoid repeating it with his

remaining children, however, Elliot gives in to the feeling that he is "being rushed along an

unknown path" (9). He quietly watches as his children go "in a separate, distinct direction

with a decided angle between it and the direction in which he, the father, wished to guide

thetn" (13). Yet Elliot never corrects their individual trajectories, and the confusing syntax

of his thoughts reflects his puzzlement. He treats generational change as he does the

passing of tirne or death: each of these forces is inevitable and it is useless to waste energy

trying to halt them. Elliot is partially correct but his resignation and passivity are

damaging to his children and that, the text suggests, is his fundamental error. He is right to

recognise the fallibility of his patriarchal control, but it is his extreme reaction that

ultimately prevents continuity and harmony between generations.

Grove conveys Elliot's slowly changing view of his children through the metaphor

of photography. Puzzling over the remoteness of his children, Elliot searches for a way to

understand them. He is particularly fascinated by photography, which he likens to the

growth and maturation of children. Observing Cathleen as she places an "apparently blank

sheet of paper in a solution," Elliot marvels at the patches that gradually emerge. They
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affange "themselves into a picture, each one assuming a defìnite, purposeful significance"

(135). Thus his children appear to him:

They had been mere blanks, more alike in the lack of distinguishing features

than differentiated by the small deviations in texture. Like those first patches

on photographic prints certain particularities had asserted themselves in each

of them, mysterious in their significance. (135)

In this moment Elliot feels like the photographer who took pictures of his children; the

resulting image is beyond his control. He cannot alter their development once the process

has begun. This attitude is part of Elliot's problem: his children are not static photographs

and can still be counselled if he adopts the right stance. Instead of gently advising them,

Elliot absolves himself of all responsibility. "How can you correct what you do not

know?" he asks. He is certain that the development of character is predetermined and that

we "can but become what we are" (135). Elliot has the exact same attitude toward

generational change and child-rearing as he does technology, modemity, and photography:

he feels powerless before their incomprehensible processes.

The narrator easily identifies Elliot's problem as a lack of insight. It prevents him

from recognising the different personalities of his children and providing guidance

according to their individual natures. He is dimly aware of his failures as a father but

cannot seem to overcome them. Unable to "manipulate" his children, as Irene Gammell

writes, to serve "his territorial dream of claiming as many pieces of land from the

wilderness as possible" ("1'll be My Own Master" 22), Elliot turns away from them

entirely. He shuts them out not only because they have rejected his dreams and his way of

life, but also because they remind him of his inability to control their aspirations. Left to
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their own devices, his children make bad decisions, marry incompatible mates, live beyond

their means, and find themselves in disharmony with the soil. Elliot reacts to their

unfamiliar "independent natures" (12) by distancing himself from them. Generational

change, the text tells us, is unavoidable, but the patriarch has the power to mitigate its

effects. It is his duty to maintain his hold on his children after they leave the family home

and to enforce his patriarchal authority, even from a distance. Elliot's children live in

poverty and must make do with unsuitable mates precisely because he has failed to control

them properly.

Grove ties the Elliot children's many failures to the state of their individual homes,

which reflect their poverty and incompetence. At the beginning of the novel, when the

extent of Mary and Fred's financial troubles remains a carefully guarded secret, their home

in town appears neat and ordered. It consists of "a huge block on a square foundation,

with a roofed-over porch along the west front" and is painted "dark-brown, with comer-

boards, doors, window-frames the colour of cream" (25). The pleasant image of the "third

house to the right of Main Street" in the little prairie town is marred by the narrator's

carefully chosen words. The "large, pretentious, glaringly new" Sately residence is

surrounded by an equally "roomy, pretentious" yard that keeps the "neighbourhood at a

respectful distance" (25). Reminiscent of the false-fronted houses in Sinclair Ross's ls

For Me and My House (1943), the house's pleasant exterior is misleading and even

slightly ominous. Indeed, the yard is covered with uncultivated short coarse grass (25) and

the dining room is suspiciously shiny and new (26). Its appearance calculatingly masks

the unhappiness of its occupants and its newness is unnatural. And yet it is not entirely

different from Elliot's own home, which will later deteriorate along with its owner's
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physical state and mental abilities. Prairie houses, be they in town or in the middle of a

field, always reflect the character and personality of their occupants. Mary's reflects her

hypocrisy and obsession with appearances, two things which father particularly abhors but

failed to replace with other, more positive values. Mary's brand new house in town is yet

another sign of Elliot's inability to ensure continuity between himself and his children and

instil solid values.

Elliot is aware of his shortcomings but chooses to criticise his children mercilessly

rather than take responsibility. He barely tries to hide his disapproval when he sets out to

bring Gladys home to her dying mother. His daughter's yard is in disrepair and speaks not

only of her husband's shortcomings, but of their troubled relationship as well. The stable

walls and doors are full of "knot-holes;" the "doorless out-building" leans at a precarious

angle; and the house in which Gladys and Frank Bramley live is little more than a "shack"

(83). The "unpainted, weather-beaten, grey" buildings and the surrounding "parched

prairie" are, to Elliot's gaze, "the picture of desolation" (83). By presenting the Elliot

children's different houses in this way, the novel sets up a clear parallel between houses

and the mental, emotional, and even financial state of their occupants. Moreover, it

prepares us for the distinct parallel between Elliot's own decline and the deterioration of

his large prairie home.

Again and again, Elliot is shocked by the paltry state of his children's homes but he

refuses to help them. Instead of fulfilling what the text implies are his natural patriarchal

duties, he retreats into angry, sullen silence, conveying his disapproval through grunts,

sarcasm, and pointed, cutting remarks. Because he refuses to show emotional weakness or

vulnerability, his concern and unspoken love for his children expresses itself as stubborn
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anger. Nor does he hesitate to hurt his children. In one particular scene, Elliot greets

Gladys's complaints about the unyielding soil and the excess rain with impatience. When

Gladys mentions the commonly-held belief that "late-sown crops do best," he pitilessly

replies:

"Fools! [...] We get the early and the late rains. Build conclusions on one

year's chance conditions! Get your seed in before the last snow flies if you

can-"

"But the fallow... Did your fallow get rain this year?"

"No." His voice was stubborn. "Unless we have a wet summer next year, I

won't have a crop either. I can stand it. It will be the first failure in eleven

years."

Gladys sighed.

"Mother has a garden even!" she said as the vehicle rolled down into the

valley.

"'We've carried water for weeks," he answered ruthlessly. (87)

Instead of gently correcting his daughter, Elliot finds cruel pleasure in underscoring her

failure with his success. He gives advice only to follow it with merciless criticism. More

often than not, Edward McCourt notes, Elliot is a "petty, irritable old man who rnakes little

attempt to understand his children, who resents their going from him without ever giving

them much reason to wish to do otherwise" (62). Elliot wants nothing more than for his

children to gather respectfully around him and heed his advice. Deeply wounded by their

rejection of his values and unable to keep them from deserting his house, he chooses to let
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them go to ruin. Giving up on them is far easier than reforming his view of patriarchal

control in the face ofgenerational change.

Elliot does not even struggle to adapt his understanding of children to what they

actually are. The dream of a large, doting family in alarge, bustling house is a lovely but

unsustainable and unrealistic illusion. Elliot clings to that vision, much like Niels

Lindstedt does in Settlers of the Marslt, but does not remain convinced of it for very long.

Satisfaction at the thought that his "one great dream of family life," Iike his "dreams of

economic prosperity," has come true dissipates once he comes face-to-face with his

children's living conditions. Elliott is so stubborn that it is too late for correction or

reform. Niels hopes that Clara Vogel will miraculously turn into the conventional and

supportive mate he seeks; unlike Elliot, however, he eventually recognises his mistake and

takes full responsibility for it. In keeping with Grove's theme of cyclical generational

change, Elliot is ultimately "the victim of his own inability to understand that he cannot

win.. .there is not for him the option of renewal" (Moss 203). Elliot missed his chance: he

continues to exert himself on the farm at the exact time in his life when he has achieved

enough wealth to abandon his work and devote himself entirely to his family.

Paradoxically, Grove also suggests that it is too late for Elliot precisely because he

has already given up. The old man retreats into the now empty house to wallow in self-

pitv:

He had failed in the achievement of the second dream of his life. Half the

purpose of his whole existence was gone. His children were scattered over two

provinces of this country; they had freed themselves of the paternal rule: they

were rebels in the house of their father: their aims were not what his aims had
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been. Their lives were evil; their lives were chaos; and through their lives, his

own was chaos. (191).

Elliot is so threatened by the notion of chaos that he chooses isolation over empathetic

patemal guidance. Thus his death seals the fate of the Elliots of Sedgeby: "with him the

last link had been broken which so far had held the many divergent forces at work within

the family together" (390). The disintegration of the family, begun with the mother's

death, is finalised by the death of the father. The house mimics Elliot's death and begins

to fall apart at the same rate as the hero's health and mental abilities fail. Much like his

children's homes, the patriarch's house is described as "dark and dead" when Martha dies

(129) and continues to disintegrate thereafter. Elliot shuts off the upper story, which is

eventually overtaken by birds (248). The entire house becomes "spectrally empty" (251),

much like the haunted house in Settlers of the Marsh. Elliot's death and the house's slow

decay represent, in parallel fashion, the failure of patriarchal control and the old man's

inability to adjust to generational change.

John Elliot's understanding of his children is as misguided as his view of time. Like

many of Grove's patriarchs, especially Abe Spalding, Elliot is happiest and most

comfortable when striving toward a distant goal or remembering the past. He never lives

for the present; instead, he retreats into the promising future or the soothing, unthreatening

past. The house reflects Elliot's view of time: even as it decays in the present, Elliot

chooses to remember it as it was, large, clean, and welcoming. The present is most painful

to him because it forces him to take stock of his life and see it as it really is. Anger is the

only emotion he allows himself to feel because the "inexorable presence of
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incomprehensible, enoÍrnous things" like his wife's death and his children's sudden

independence are "too terrifying to permit indulgence in human weakness" (i 14).

His anger is also a consequence of his inarticulate nature. He finds himself unable to

speak when it is imperative that he do so, as when he tries to convince Henrietta to retum

to her husband after she has temporarily left him. "A dozen times" he clears his throat to

speak, and a "dozen times it seemed he could not so do" (149). He has to settle for vague

questions and implied criticism: "Isn't there something on the way?" he asks, urging his

daughter to retum to her husband and bear his children. Unable to break his silence, Elliot

finds it much easier to simply avoid conflict with his children. He lets them flounder about

in the present while he retreats into wordless anger. If, as John Moss suggests, Grove's

protagonists have control over nothing but their responses to the mechanistic processes of

the universe (208), then Elliot's failure to control his emotions and selflessly counsel his

children is his greatest undoing.

Elliot's final decision to abandon his anger is equally flawed and comes far too late

to do any good. He resolves that "[n]ever again would anger have power to move his

heart" (343). Elliot's decision remains misguided, however, because it is in keeping with

his fatalistic determinism. Anger is useless in the face of "the unexplained and

inexplicable mysteries of this seemingly senseless life into which we drift like birds of

passage passing over some strange land" (343). Consequently, Elliot withdraws even

further into himself and continues to be wilfully blind to everything that surrounds him.

On one of his last visits to his eldest son's farm, he closes his eyes to everything that is

"displeasing to him" and gives in to the "quiet rhythm of his son's activities" because they

have"a lulling, soothing effect" (313). Elliot can only find solace in the present if he
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surrenders "control over his life into other hands" (313). He is mistaken in choosing this

course of inaction because, as Irene Gammell reminds us, he repeatedly "absolves himself

from responsibility by resorting to deterministic language" (Master 21). Worse, he passes

this view on to his children, who adopt their father's "petrified discourse" as their own

(Gammell, Master 20). Elliot's passivity and fatalism would be tolerable if it did not so

insidiously permeate his children's views. He passes on the wrong values and perpetuates

a faulty view of time among his children.

Elliot's decision to abandon his anger does not make it any easier for him to live in

the present. He is relieved that his children come to dismiss him as a senile and deaf old

man because it allows him to live among them safely, at one remove. He notices the

füction between John, Jr. and his young wife Lillian, for instance, but these things "no

longer affect him" as they did before (315). He is content to let the "sudden distance"

between him and his children grow because it allows him to continue to do nothing: "he

looked at their doings as he might have looked at far-away hills veiled in purple hazes"

(315). His children are to him like actors on a stage over whose choices and behaviours he

has absolutely no control.

Elliot would much rather observe his children silently than have to interact with

them because he does not know how to relate to them as adults. Many scenes in the novel

suggest that Elliot would have liked his children to remain small, helpless, and in need of

protection. He feels much closer to Cathleen when he holds her infant daughter in his

arms all aftemoon, for example: "Now that he had held the baby in his arms, he wanted

once more to enjoy the company of his daughter: that was what he had come for, leaving

his farm" (169). In another instance, all alone "in that chilly room of the house between
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the hills, with not one of his children left in the district," Elliot is saddened by the "cold

and impersonal" letters his children send him (244). They do not tell him what he really

wants to know: "how they fared and that they loved him" (244). Significantly, Elliot

despairs at the fact that a "stranger seemfs] to speak from its pages; not the child whom he

would have liked to hear" (244).

In an especially touching moment, Henrietta breaks down and tearfully conf,rdes in

her father. Her sudden and unexpected tears disarm Elliot, who forgets his discomfort at

having "had a glimpse into a self-torrured nature" (200). He is overwhelmed with pity and

sympathy

with this child of his as she suddenly appeared again since she cried. He stood

by her side and stroked her hair, uttering little, consoling sounds of which he

was quite unconscious.

She rose and dropped her head on his shoulder. He patted her back. (201)

Elliot ceases to think of his daughter as an adult woman and feels much closer to her when

she behaves like a child in need of reassurance. Elliot is only too happy to fulfill the role,

however temporary, because it is the only way he can be among his children without being

judgmental or critical. "If only they had remained children!" he laments later, adding, "If

only he still were their father from whom they expected all good and evil!" (253).

Wilfully blind to everything that happens around him and unable to be close to his children

unless they are infantilised and dependent on him, Elliot retreats even further into remote

silence.

This failure of patriarchal control and retreat into silent anger is representative of

Elliot's misguided view of time. The old man is simply unable to adjust to generational
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change and the passing of time, especially when change highlights his failure as a parent

and head of the family. Yet the alternative to Elliot's behaviour is presented in an equally

negative light. His children lack vision and foresight and live exclusively in the present.

Unlike their father, who carefully planned for the future, weighed every decision, and

achieved financial independence as a result, the Elliot children are for the most part caught

in a vicious cycle of poverty. They live day-to-day, struggle to feed and clothe their own

children, and do not have the luxury of planning for the future.

Far from favouring this mode of temporal existence, Grove clearly shows that it is

damaging and unproductive. Where Elliot's pantry is always stocked in anticipation of

future needs (79), his son John, Jr. continually buys tins of expensive food at the store in

town (80). In a telling example of the discrepancies between the two generations, which

Grove intentionally sets in the Elliot family home, John, Jr. buys several "tins of canned

goods" to prepare in his father's house for supper and has to open them with a butcher

knife because his parents do not own a can-opener (122). The consequences of living

exclusively for the present are far more serious for Elliot's daughter Isabel, who burns

lumps of cow dung because she cannot afford to buy coal. Her lazy husband Ken, whom

Grove implies is responsible for his family's abject poverty, never rises before ten and

hardly does any work. Elliot's tendency to seek refuge in the past is presented

unfavourably, but his children's lack of foresight is equally negative. Ultimately,

however, Grove makes it clear that Elliot is responsible for his children's predicament.

His reluctance to guide their misguided temporality stems from his own.

Grove ties his protagonist's inaccurate temporality to the image of the house. Elliot

understands his life as a linear progression that is continuous with the lives of his
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forebears: "even his own dream - of a farm of his own, a wife, and many children - had

been no more than a continuation of the practice of his parents. t. .] He had always felt

himself to be continuous with his ancestors" (12). Knowing that his children represent a

break in the linear continuity between generations, Elliot comes to rely on the "poignant"

and deeply nostalgic "desire to see once more a happy household as his own had been a

quarter of a century ago" (243). Elliot finds a false sense of security in the wistful vision

of a harmonious reunion:

His eyes were unseeing; and yet he seemed to see things: the children at play

after dark, in this very dining room, by the light of the lamp, with Gladys

knitting perhaps, she being the oldest, and with his wife sitting by, her hands in

her lap, and looking on over the rim of her glasses.

He would smile as he saw that vision. (243)

This reunion can of course occur nowhere but in the Elliot family home in Sedgeby. It

becomes Elliot's sole source of comfort and, as such, draws him deeper into the past.

Grove reminds us of just how inaccurate and unhealthy this warped view of time,

continuity and progress is by contrasting Elliot's huppy vision with the actual state of the

house. Elliot boards up the windows and nails the door to the second story shut (248);he

moves his bed into the kitchen Qa\; he piles "bags fìlled with potatoes and other

provisions in the south end of the room, blocking the huge bay window" and pastes black

tar paper over broken windows (243). He literally tries to block out the external world and

focuses exclusively on his imaginary "inner life" (243). Yet retreat and escape are not

possible for Elliot. He has lived his life according to a single purpose that seemed to

"transform his whole life with all its ramifications into a single, organic whole with a clear
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and unmistakable meaning" (189). The children have shirked, according to Elliot, their

"duty to obey [him] in all things" and threaten to "let the strand created thus perish" (189).

Because they refuse to unquestioningly repeat the pattem of his own life, he resolves to

recreate it for them. But Elliot cannot escape time, one of Grove's favourite themes.

When he crawls back to his desolate house to die, Moss observes, "he arrives at his own

conclusion" (203). It is a conclusion that he has tried to avoid by attempting to exist on a

different temporal plane and relying on the sustaining view of the past, which revolves

around a happy family reunited in his large house.

Despite the fact that Elliot sees his life as a linear trajectory that leads him from birth

to death, he rarely ever reflects on his mortality beyond the hope that he will live on in his

children. He fears death and images of decay because they remind him of what he would

rather forget or ignore: the finitude of his existence and the inability to control immaterial

things. The image of the house, so closely tied to Elliot's own deterioration, is a constant

reminder of his death. He chooses to remember the house as it was, spacious and tidy,

rather than as it is, desolate as his children's and "spectrally empty" (251). Similarly,

Elliot hides his fear at the grotesque sight of his dying wife behind a mask of unshakeable

calm. Death, like his children's independent natures and the passing of time, cannot be

controlled by the patriarch. The deaths of his wife and favourite son-in-law, Pete

Harrington, prepare Elliot for the recognition that his own death is inevitable. And

although Elliot eventually accepts this at the very end of his life, he cannot help but revert

to his old habits, nostalgically envisioning the Elliot family home, untouched, as a safe

haven.
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Elliot's first real encounter with death occurs at the beginning of the novel. He does

not know how to cope with Martha's death because she anchored him throughout his life

and held the family together. Already a silent and unemotional man, Elliot resolves to hide

all signs of weakness and vulnerability during his wife's illness. To all outward

appearances Elliot is calm and alert when in actuality he is threatened by what he sees "in

the mirror of his daughter's face" as she cares for the dyrng woman (114). He is shaken by

Martha's illness and his reaction to her death marks a significant change in his behaviour.

Although it is indeed in Elliot's nature to try and combat the forces of time with his own

skewed temporal vision (Moss 203), he seems to give up altogether after his wife's death.

When the doctor pre-operatively diagnoses Martha with cancer of the uterus, for instance,

Elliot throws up his hands in despair and helplessness (l i6). He does not know how to

cope with Martha's deteriorating health because he has absolutely no control over it. All

he can do it stand by her bed, muttering to himself "with an expression in his grey, leathery

face as of incomprehension, protest, and resentment against he knew not what" (117).

Only one word comes "from his lips with the peculiar quality of a bursting bubble. 'Odd!'

he said. 'Odd!'" (Il7).

Unsurprisingly, Elliot f,rnds comfort in physical labour, the one thing he can control.

Like Niels Lindstedt and Abe Spalding, Elliot knows that he can make order out of the

chaos that is the wilderness. The prairie landscape is reassuringly familiar and controllable

and can be shaped according to his needs. But even the stability and productivity of the

soil does not prevent Elliot from feeling that he has lost control over everything else. He

feels that he has "become like a passenger on board [a] ship: the helm was in other hands"

(117). He is very much aware of the fact that nothing will ever be the same: "Anarchy
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seemed to be ahead. He felt pushed and ordered about" (ll7). Yet he finds himself unable

to regain control of the situation. His presence becomes "that of a barely tolerated

stranger. He tiptoed from hall to kitchen; from kitchen to hall. He went upstairs and

looked into the room. They seemed bare and empty" (126). Haunted by the absent

presence of his dying wife, filled with doctors and nurses, and run by Gladys, the house,

once reassuringly lively, is deathly quiet (1 13) and looks and feels deserted (120).

Martha's death brings deep loneliness to Elliot's life, triggers the slow but inevitable

disintegration of the family, and marks the exact moment when Elliot abandons his duties

as a patriarch and adopts an attitude of fatalistic, indifferent passivity. "During the decade

or so after the death of his wife," the narrator informs us, "life seemed chaos to John Elliot.

What happened seemed devoid of meaning; he neither understood, nor did he care to

understand" (139). Although Martha's death forces him to reflect on his own, Elliot does

not reach any galvanising conclusions. Elliot is "not afraid of death" only because, Grove

suggests, he is not old enough to think of it as imminent (152). A particularly revealing

conversation with old Mr. Harvey, his daughter Isabel's father-in-law, speaks to Elliot's

simultaneous fascination with and aversion to images of decay and speculations on the

nature of death. Elliot listens "with an incomprehensible fascination" to the old man:

"Say, Elliott," he would say, "last year I swung that hammer there. Now I

couldn't hold up a cane. Every muscle in my whole body seems to twitch all

the time. I can't do anything any longer. Out in the open, my eye-sight is such

that everything seems to jump and tremble. Say, Elliot, I'm afraid I am going

to die!" (160)
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Mr. Harvey wants Elliot to reassure him: "I don't want to die," he whispers, "I'm afraid.

What is death? Can you tell me?" (160). Elliot has too many doubts to provide

reassurance and feels at a loss when confronted with "the deepest problems of philosophy"

(161). This stance has pernicious effects. As Nancy Bailey writes, "the self of John Elliot

shrivels. Like the Elliot house, the symbol of the self, one room after another closes"

(Bailey 182).

Elliot's view of death is significantly altered once Pete Harrington dies. Elliot feels

more of an affinity with his daughter Henrietta's hard-working husband than any of his

other children and is pleased to discover that they share the same outlook and values. As

tense as the relationship between Pete and Henrietta is, Elliot manages to enjoy his short

stay with them because "Pete's life was a life which he understood" (202). Living like

bachelors in a shack while they work in the fields, Elliot thinks, "All this seemed so much

like the life he had been leading for years on his own place that he felt as if he had come

home" (330). The men sleep together in the single bed and find comfort in one another's

presence: "each felt that the other was company; such slnnpathetic company as he had

wished for. Instinctively they took to each other" (330).

Pete's death has a profound effect on Elliot. He reacts to his son-in-law's illness in

the same way he did his wife's, with an odd mixture of silent apprehension and lack of

comprehension. He cannot fail to understand that Pete is seriously ill but, as the narrator

tells us, the "full significance of what was happening had, so far, not become clear" to him

(341). He feels "bewildered, full of strange, only half defined forebodings and doubts" but

sees "a sick man tortured by pain" (34I), not a dying man. "several times," the narrator

adds, "the thought of death had occurred to him; but like a thought devoid of meaning"
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(341). The seriousness of the situation hits Elliot full force once Pete slips into a coma.

Frightened, he watches Pete hover "on the threshold of whatever follows" (342). It is this

"whatever," this unknown state following death, that scares Elliot the most because it is

entirely out of his control. Grove uses specific language to remind the reader of the

connection between the house and Elliot's own mental and physical state. Close to death,

Pete is like a man preceding his father-inlaw "into a dark and mysterious room never

entered before" (342). The old man is simultaneously curious about and afraid of death,

which is likened to an uncannily familiar room which Elliot sees but cannot yet enter:

"Already the doors of that room stood ajar; they kept opening, slowly, irrevocably: it was

those doors that the other man saw" (342). Grove's architectural language of death and the

body foreshadows Elliot's own death in his house and underscores the relationship

between Elliot's decline and the deterioration of his large, uncannily empty home.

Pete's death also leads Elliot to reflect on his mortality and the imminence of his

own death. For the first time in his life Elliot has the "clear conviction, amounting to a

certainty, that his own hour was close at hand and that he would himself soon follow and

pass through that door into the other mysterious world" (342). His final pu{pose, Elliot

decides, is "to be ready for the next world, to be prepared" (343). But Elliot's resolve,

akin to peace of mind, is shaken by the sight of the dead man's "long, cylindrical body":

John Elliot, wondering, idled along its whole length. And when he came to the

end, he saw, with a start that almost made his heart stand still, two booted feet

sticking out into the air. Above the upper edge of the boots, thin legs were

bare. (345)
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Elliot is shocked by Pete's lifelike corpse: the man is dead but his body remains. Elliot's

death is later presented in a similar fashion. The wom-down house, an indicator of its

owner's soul (Jackel 48), is the only thing that remains after his death. The house is like

the boots that stay on Pete's feet after his death: they are an absurdly useless but poignant

reminder that their owner once lived.

The sight of the empty shell that is Pete's fragile body shatters the unemotional

distance that Elliot had managed to adopt following Martha's death. It solidifies his

already fatalistic approach to that which he cannot control, namely generational change,

time, and death. Elliot realises that there is no turning back from death: "He was an old,

infirm man, of no earthly use. He was in the way. And yet he could not be left alone.

That was the worst" (357). In a last attempt to regain control over his existence and

dictate, as much as possible, the terms of his own death, Elliot takes stock of his life one

last time:

Death! And he focused his mental eye on that possibility, nay, certainty.

It was the first time he had done so since he had seen Pete Harrington die.

Afraid? No. There was a door, black and mysterious. What was

behind? A forking of the paths. Which path would be his? Had he done what

he must do? Was there anything left to be done? No, nothing.

t...1 His work was done. There was nothing left to do but die. Death

would be welcome. (358)

Again, Elliot's language of death is appropriately architectural. His repeated use of the

metaphor of the door and the threshold that lead to death evokes the image of the house

that he has boarded up and left behind in Sedgeby. Foreshadowing his protagonist's death,
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Grove warns us that, like Pete and Martha before him, Elliot too will cross the threshold

and die in his empty house.

It is no coincidence that Elliot decides to escape his children and walk the hundreds

of miles that separate him from the house which he pitifully associates with happiness and

comfort. Still uncomfortable with the thought of death and decay, Elliot sinks into aLeaç

like state of madness. He tramps through the fields by day and imagines that he spends his

nights with Martha by his side: "he felt her ann on shoulder and breast: the way she had

often placed it when she wished to be near him" (381). When he awakes to reality,

however, "tremendous grief'sends "dry sobs into his thtoat" (381). Elliot is never more

sympathetic and touching a character than in this moment of senile longing for the comfort

of the past. Indeed, Grove presents the house as a safe haven that beckons to Elliot. It

becomes a sustaining image that, along with the memory of Martha, gives him strength.

"There, in that house, lived order and repose," he thinks; "He had wanted to go there; he

was going to go there now. He wanted to go home ... home!" (378).

Ironically, the house that Elliot imagines could not be more different from the

crumbling dwelling that looms "darkly in the light of the stars" (387). The front yard is a

"tangle of sere, ripe weeds in which the shrubs lay embedded" (387) and the house itself is

in utter disrepair:

The windows were broken without any exception. The greater part of the floor

had been torn up. Black spots on the prairie about the house, covered with

charcoal, were evidence of the fact that camp-fires had been lit there, no doubt

by travelling harvesters. The room in which their father lay was open to the

winds; and everything in it was coated with dust and chaff. The bed on which
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he reposed showed marks that it had been slept in by men who had not even

thought it worth their while to remove their mud-coated shoes. (389)

The house, the measure of Elliot's achievements and the sign of his subsequent failure, is

slowly being reclaimed by the wilderness that surrounds it. Its decay parallels most plainly

"the decay of the old man and his dream" (Harrison i33).

Elliot has come full-circle, but this is not a mark of success. He does not die at the

apex of a long and productive life; instead, he regresses to a half-conscious, childlike state

and is too weak to even enjoy the fact that his children have finally gathered around him.

The state of the once grandiose Elliot home reflects the extent of the old man's

deterioration. This is rendered all the more tragic by the fact that the house is Elliot's

greatest source of pride. Grove reminds us again and again in his prairie novels that the

pioneer's sole purpose is to erect an imposing dwelling on the prairie. The settler initially

builds "a sod hut at no expense," progresses "to a lumber shack with lean-to additions at a

cost of perhaps forty dollars, and finally, should he prove to be a financial success,"

announces "his wealth with the building of a 'New House"' (Jackel 48). Elliot does not

die triumphantly or happily, or even dramatically. He sinks into death passively in a

decrepit house that is little more than a rickety shelter. It is, much like Niels Lindstedt's

great big house, a parody of his original dream and a cruel reminder of his failure.

Susan Jackel calls for a sympathetic reading of Elliot in this scene, arguing that

"only the sight of the physical structure" of the Elliot children's "former home can make

them see clearly the man they have treated as a thing" (50). Quite to the contrary, Grove

aims for pathetic irony rather than deep empathy on the part of the reader. Althougþ it

would be tempting to change our opinion of Elliot for the better in light of his death, we
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must remember that Grove more often than not depicts him as a "selfish man of few inner

resources whose desire to dominate his family removes him from the range of the reader's

sympathy'' (McCourt 60). Elliot's death, dramatised by the house's simultaneous

deterioration, is more than the end of a man and his dream. It signifies the culmination of

decades of strict patriarchal control, its negative consequences, and its ultimate defeat at

the hands of the cyclical nature of death and decay.

Read together with Settlers of the Marsh and Fruits of the Earth, Our Daily Bread

can easily be understood as a continuation of the earlier two novels. John Elliot seems an

older version of Grove's other two heroes, Niels Lindstedt and Abe Spalding. Yet Grove

refuses to make Elliot a better, more authoritative, or more effective patriarch. Elliot is

utterly unable to shake himself out of his sullen silence long enough to direct his children

and restore order to their chaotic lives. Indeed, the text repeatedly suggests that Elliot is

solely responsible for his children's haplessness. He is unable to reconcile his desire for

complete patriarchal control with the unavoidable and unstoppable processes of

generational change, time, and death. That Elliot's inability to cope with life's cyclical

processes affects his own life negatively we can understand; after all, Grove's male

protagonists are always flawed and misguided in some way. Less acceptable, the novel

shows, is the damaging effects that Elliot's fatalism has on his children. He fails to

understand that his role as father and prairie patriarch requires that he guide his children

with a firm hand. Most importantly, his control over his children must not end when they

leave the family home. The house is, as in Abe Spalding's case, the seat of Elliot's

patriarchal control. It should act as a reminder of his authority to his children and

advertise his success and wealth to the rest of the community. ln Our Daily Bread Grove
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returns to the recurring motif of the large, empty house to symbolise all that the patriarch

has accomplished, and all that he has had to sacrifice in order to achieve his goals. The

house reminds us of the limitations of patriarchal control and its difficult relationship with

change of any kind.
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Conclusion

Frederick Philip Grove was so preoccupied with patriarchal control and the threat of

modern change that he returned to the theme again and again in his prairie novels.

Although the hero of Seftlers of the Marsh, Niels Lindstedt, is signifìcantly younger than

John Elliot (Our Daily Bread) and Abe Spalding (Fruits of the Earth), he faces the same

challenges as his middle-aged counterparts. In order to accomplish their goals, all three

pioneers must select appropriate mates, raise large families, achieve financial

independence through large-scale farming operations and, most importantly, build large

homes to represent their success to their neighbours as much as to themselves. The house

is at once proof of the settler's omnipotence (he shapes the land according to his needs and

desires) and his impotence (the house decays and the family disintegrates despite his best

efforts). It is at the centre of Grove's patriarchs' inevitable recognition that certain things

(gender, sexuality, time, technology, and modernity) simply escape their control.

Grove did not address these issues in isolation. Contemporaneous prairie realists

also drew on the house, that powerful image of the pioneer's success, to explore the

consequences and limits of patriarchal control. Several of Grove's fellow writers returned

to the same themes and came to similar conclusions: patriarchs must recognise the

damaging effects of their ambitions and abandon some control in the face of overwhelming

modem change. Martha Ostenso's Wild Geese (1925), Robert Stead's Dry Water (c. 1938-

1945), and even Sinclair Ross's later As For Me and My House (194I), are all examples of

prairie realism's active interest in patriarchal control and the modern world.
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The dangers of sexual desire, the challenge of finding a suitable mate, and the

complexity of gender roles are recurring themes in prairie realism. Gender and sexuality,

as presented in Settlers, for instance, poses a significant threat to patriarchal authority and

the pioneer's goals. Unconventional female characters who, like Clara Vogel, reject

traditional gender roles and flaunt their independence and individuality without ever

reforming are rare. Ostenso's Judith Gare is a good example of the strong-willed young

woman who appears all too sporadically in prairie realist fiction. Another adolescent

daughter who challenges her father and functions as a catalyst for change, Judith

successfully rebels against her oppressive father, Caleb Gare. Through her young heroine,

Ostenso critiques patriarchy and suggests that it is harmful to both men and women.

Judith's independence, sexuality, and strength of character are too much for even her

oppressive, sexually repressed father to contain.

Clara Vogel and Judith Gare are exceptions to the prairie realist rule. The Judith of

Sinclair Ross's As For Me and My House defies the norms of proper female behaviour by

becoming pregnant without being married and, unsurprisingly, dies at the end of the novel.

Similarly, Ellen Amundsen rejects marriage throughout Settlers of the Marsh, only to

decide after Niels's release from prison that she wants children after all. This is the most

unsatisfying aspect of Settlers because it marks the total recuperation of Ellen's

independence. Critics like Sandra Sabatini have tried to read her surprising desire for

children and a sexual relationship with Niels as a liberating act, but this is simply not the

case. Sabatini tries to suggest that the "possibility of a future life together, shared

experience, and even love seem to motivate fEllen] to reassess her position in spite of the

dreadful years of witnessing her mother's suffering" (47). Sabatini's compassionate
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reading is tempting, but the text simply does not support it. Grove presents Ellen's change

of heart as her surrender to the natural biological impulses that she has tried to repress.

Ellen's decision to "take on what life will offer in the nature of hard work, companionship,

sex, and babies" (Sabatini 47) comes as small comfort to the reader who has seen her

reject these things outright for the entire length of the novel. The deus ex machina-like

ending is little more than Grove's swift recuperation of Ellen's self-sufficiency, which will

be more than useful to Niels's dreams of agricultural success.

In keeping with this model, prairie realism's female characters are usually praised

for being passive, hard-working, and uncritically supportive of their husbands' dreams.

Women like Ellen Amundsen and Martha Elliot embody the ideal settler's wife, the wife

that each of Grove's prairie patriarchs wishes he could marry. Stout, passive-aggressive,

and insecure, Ruth Spalding is a cautionary figure for Grove. Abe chooses to marry Ruth

because of her physical appearance, not her abilities as a farmer's wife, and his punishment

for his mistake is a weak-willed and indecisive wife who doubts her husband's word and

expresses her resentment by getting fat. As Desmond Pacey writes, Grove

overwhelmingly depicts marriages that are "the fruit of immature sexual instincts" as "a

yoke" once sexual attraction "dies from satiety" (Frederick Philip Grove l9). Settlers

who, like Abe Spalding, fail to control their immediate impulses and give in to their sexual

desire are repeatedly shown to hinder their own pioneering ambitions. Settlers cannot

build a legacy if they have sex for pleasure; rather, they must procreate and concentrate on

ensuring the continuity of their accomplishments.

Robert Stead explores a similar theme in his posthumously published Dry Water.

His benevolent gentleman-farmer Donald Strand is torn between not two but three women,
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the dependable but unremarkable Hester Hu.p, his equally dependable and intellectually

challenging cousin Ellen, and the beautiful, independent and self-assured schoolteacher

Clara Wilson. Hester and Ellen are both similar to Ellen Amundsen and Clara Wilson is

much like Clara Vogel, her equivalent in Settlers. Like Grove, Stead encourages us to

view these female characters as opposites, opposing Clara Wilson to Ellen and Hester.

Donald evaluates potential wives the way a farmer appraises cattle, weighing their

strengths and weaknesses. Hester is, Donald thinks, "a strong girl, dutiful, and accustomed

to the work of the farm. She could milk cows and make butter and no doubt raise children

as her mother had raised her" (Stead 108). Clara Wilson, on the other hand, "has no

special qualification to be a farmer's wife," but the mere thought of marrying her gives

Donald a "thrill" (Stead 108). Unlike Niels Lindstedt, who lacks the self-awareness and

assurance to overpower his intense shame and grapple at length with abstract notions of

sexuality and gender, Donald chooses his wife very carefully.

Stead's treatment of gender and femininity is different from Grove's. Unlike Grove,

who never gives us access to Clara Vogel's thoughts firsthand, Stead is careful to present

Clara Wilson's point of view, putting her on equal footing with her future husband. Their

courtship is not so much driven by romantic love as it is a careful and planned negotiation.

Veronica Strong-Boag notes the contradictory discourses that circulated about marriage in

Western Canadian communities at the time: even as "most female Canadians not only

expected to marry but took it for granted that marriage would provide satisfaction,

security, and purpose" (81), she writes, fathers urged their daughters to shrewdly play their

cards with men (97). Women were encouraged to reel men in with their charms, and

Stead's mariage plot reflects this reality. Clara knows exactly what to do to attract
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Donald and is remarkably astute. She knows that she must defer to Donald until they are

married so as to not scare him away with her assertiveness and independence. Considering

her options, Clara thinks, "Between decent men there wasn't much to choose; a wife got

the worst of it, anyway, unless she had the strength of character to dominate. And that was

something to be decided later" (Stead 129).

Stead is strikingly modern in his approach to gender and the marriage economy.

Unlike Grove, who tends to rely on binary opposites and uses his female characters as foils

to the male hero, Stead imbues his female characters with agency and independent thought.

This makes his critique of patriarchy's response to gender and sexuality that much more

effective. Even so, Grove and Stead share similar views on patriarchy and modemity.

Although Donald Strand is a far more likeable and benevolent patriarch, he is a patriarch

nonetheless. He may encourage his daughter's marriage and defer to his wife's will, but,

like Niels Lindstedt, Abe Spalding, John Elliot, and even Caleb Gare, he still ties his

success to the size of his house and his bank balance (Stead 292). Donald's flirtation with

modemity, in the guise of his investment in the stock market and subsequent loss due to

the crash of 1929, is yet another reminder that the patriarch must stick to farming and the

agricultural way of life. Grove's novels show that he would have undoubtedly agreed with

that assessment.

Other prairie realist works also echo Grove's concern with time and death. ln Our

Daily Bread and Fruits of the Earth, Grove examines John Elliot and Abe Spalding's

misguided temporality only in relation to the men themselves. In comparison, Ostenso

goes beyond the individual character, Caleb Gare, and suggests that faulty temporality is a

distinctly patriarchal problem. Caleb's "fight for supremacy" (Northey 64) over time and
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its limits stems from a need to be truly omnipotent. Ostenso's refusal to situate her novel

in time is a neat reflection of Caleb's carefully controlled homestead. He has built a small

world that is cut off from political discourse, historical events, and external infìuences.

His view of time, like Abe Spalding's, also arises out of a greedy devotion to wealth. Both

men's patriarchal control is necessary if they are to continue to expand theirholdings and

increase their profit. Caleb, who clearly has no interest in his family's well-being, is

interested in prof,rt for profit's sake. Abe, on the other hand, is convinced that his neglect

of his wife and children is mitigated by the fact that his work will ultimately benefit them.

The pioneering patriarch wants to overcome temporal constraints and control everything,

including the land, his family, and his own existence. Despite slight differences in scope

and perspective, both writers associate misguided temporality and its damaging

consequences with oppressive patriarchy.

Similarly, many of Grove's fellow prairie realists pit their patriarchs against

technological advancements and modern influences. Grove is clearly ambivalent toward

technology and modemity. He recognises that farmers must employ machinery and other

appliances in order to remain profitable but does so regretfully, even grudgingly. His

patriarchs repeatedly struggle, as Abe Spalding does, to sift through modern influences and

retain only technology's positive aspects. Milking machines and electricity are beneficial

but give wives and daughters more time to roam free and unsupervised. Abe's decision is

clear: he chooses technology, efficiency, and increased profit in the hopes that he will be

able to take his children in hand later. Ostenso's Caleb Gare does not make this mistake.

He categorically shuts out those potentially comrpting or catalysing aspects of the external

world that pose a threat to his absolute power. Ostenso presents technology, by virtue of
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its forced exclusion from the Gare homestead, as a revolutionising force that threatens

patriarchal control. Grove agrees but suggests that Abe possesses the judgment to separate

the convenient aspects of technology from its comrpting elements. For Grove, the

patriarch makes a mistake when he thinks he can use his "technological weapons" (Jones

8) and simultaneously ward off disorder and change.

Our Daíly Bread's John Elliot is unequivocal when it comes to modernity and

technology. He is equally contemptuous of motor vehicles, his son John's leather gloves

and felt hats, tinned goods, and luxuries like grapefruit and other "exotic" (Grove 167)

foods. Unlike Abe, Elliot is not forced to choose between technology and decreased profit.

Because Elliot is well into middle age when the novel opens, Grove seems to suggest that

the decision has akeady been made for him. His large house is already equipped with

electricity, running water, and various appliances. Consequently, Grove implies, his

children have already begun to slip from his control and it is too late for Elliot to reassert

his authority over them.

Perhaps the most interesting aspect to Grove's works, especially Settlers of the

Marsh, is his mixing of genres. It points to the complexity of his prairie realism and to his

mastery of such different genres as the sentimental romance, the gothic tale, and the realist

novel. Grove was not exploring the effects of patriarchal control through genre in

isolation. Martha Ostenso relies on a similar trick (and did so at the exact same time as

Grove, in 1925) in Wild Geese, in which she alternates between a realist account of Caleb

Gare's oppressive patriarchal regime and the developing romance between the beautiful

schoolteacher Lind Archer and Caleb's wife Amelia's illegitimate child, Mark Jordan.

Just as Grove contrasts Niels's idyllic courtship of Ellen with his awful marriage to Clara,
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Ostenso moves easily from Caleb's cold, unsettling perspective to Lind's romantic and

melodramatic view of the wildemess that surrounds her. Unlike Grove and Stead, who

generally arrive at the same conclusions, Ostenso and Grove have very different views of

patriarchal power. Ostenso suggests that Caleb's control is unhealthy and damaging to the

land, his family, and his community, and that patriarchy itself is an unnatural system that

has been selfishly imposed on the prairie by pioneers who seek to fulfill their own self-

serving goals. Grove, on the other hand, blends romantic and gothic elements in order to

correct Niels's flaws and make him a more effective patriarch. Ostenso argues that

patriarchy has no place on the prairie and Stead suggests, through his good-humoured

gentleman farmer Donald Strand, that patriarchal control is necessary but harmless. Grove

would surely disapprove of Stead's permissive patriarch, but Stead clearly thinks that his

protagonist's benevolence is perfectly acceptable. His stance constitutes a positive change

in the patriarchal outlook.

Grove's own position is a mix of the two: in his prairie realist works he makes the

case that patriarchy is necessary to the settlement project. He even claims that patriarchal

control must absolutely be extended to what comes after the settlement project has been

completed. Once legacies have been established on the prairie and communities have

begun to thrive, patriarchs must continue to enforce their strict authority over their

districts. In fact, patriarchy must overcome the negative effects of technology and

mechanisation so that it continues to benefit farming operations, and must face the

challenge of modemity head on. Regardless of their individual critiques or reinforcement

of patriarchy, early twentieth-century prairie realists all examined the viability of

patriarchal control in the face of modemity and its arrival on the prairies.
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Grove was not the only prairie realist to address issues of gender, sexuality, time,

technology, geme, and modernity in relation to patriarchal control. Situating Grove's

specific treatment of the empty house within prairie realism's broader critique of the

settlement project, modernity, and patriarchal control allows for a more nuanced

assessment of a genre that is often dismissed as too simplistic, formulaic or regional to be

of any real relevance. The re-evaluation of prairie realism is all the more important

because critics have too often reduced not only a genre but an entire geographical location

to a set of conceits and clichéd images. "Predicating a critical economy on the idea of

environmental determinism," Alison Calder reminds us,

stabilises the multiple meanings of 'prairie' through the erasure of the region's

many intemal conflicts, as attention to landscape precludes consideration of

gender, race, and class conflicts included (or suppressed) in these texts.

("Reassessing Prairie Realism" 57)

Recurring images, such as that of the empty house, certainly exist in prairie realism, but it

is a mistake to limit an entire genre to those stereotyped motifs without exploring their

significance to the texts and the genre as a whole. Straightforward critical interpretations

of prairie realism are unfair to a genre that is far more original, complex, and sophisticated

than readers may think. The modern realists, as Colin Hill has called Ostenso, Stead, and

Grove, among many other underappreciated prairie writers, "have not received their due

for laying the groundwork of both a contemporary Canadian fiction, and the first

undisputedly world-class achievements by Canadian writers" (363). Canada's modern

prairie realists developed an "innovative, experimental, complex, workable, and enduring

aesthetic" (Hill 364) that included an exploration of genre, gender, sexuality, temporality,
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technology, and modemity. The recurring image of the empty house is just one example

of their exploration of patriarchy and modemity on the Western Canadian prairie.

' See Hallvard Dahlie's Isolation and Comntitment: Frederick Philip Grove's 'Settlers of the Marsh '(1993),
Irene Gammell's Sexualizing Power in Naturalism: Theodore Dreiser and Frederick Philip Grove (1994),
Alison Calder's critical edition of Seulers of the Marsh (2006), Ch¡istian Reigel's "Of Lust and Land:
Frederick Philip Grove's Settlers of the Marsh" (2006), and Cristina Artenie's "Re-reading Grove's SeÍtlers
of the Marsh as an Immigrant Novel" (lltest of Eden, 2008).

ii See Stanley McMullin's "Grove and the Promised Land" (1975) and W.J. Keith's Canadian Literature in
English (1985).

iii It is also possible that, as Desmond Pacey writes, Grove only successfully depicted characters
"fundamentally like himself: strong, stern, and ambitious" (Creative lltriting in Canada 208). His
adolescents, Pacey adds, "are seldom convincing, and his women are either colourless or too highly
coloured" (Creative l4/riting in Canada 208-9). Harsh though this judgment may be, Pacey is right. Grove
seemed to lack the imaginative capacity to invent complex and fully developed characters that were too

different from himself. His inability or unwillingness to round out his secondary characters inevitably results
in his protagonists' inability to communicate with their children, especially their daughters.
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